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A Tuscan-style Manor Retreat with magnificent gardens, pool, spa and a separate living room, bedroom casita behind a private gate. A staycation opportunity with 1 
year lease. This expanded plan 3 includes 5 bedrooms ensuite + a room downstairs currently used as a massage room, could be a guest rooms or office. The grounds are 
verdant and back to the quiet nature trail; lovely landscaping, fountains, pool and spa add a sense of quietude and luxury. Escape to the Tuscan Hills of Pacific Ridge 
in Newport Coast and enjoy this embracing gated community.  1Sundial.com

1 Sundial   |  Newport Coast   |  $10,900 For Lease



John McMonigle: California Real Estate DRE # 01123869, Marcia Brashier: California Real Estate #00831772, Jim Brashier: California Real Estate #00446965 
©2012 Teles Properties, Inc. Teles Properties is a registered trademark. Teles Properties, Inc. does not guarantee accuracy of square footage, lot size, room count, building permit status or any other information concerning the condition or features of 

the property provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other sources. Buyer is advised to independently verify accuracy of the information.

MCMONIGLETEAM
John McMonigle  |  949.735.1004  |  john.mcmonigle@telesproperties.com

Boasting a coveted homesite on one of the most desirable streets within Newport Coast’s prestigious, guard-gated community of Pelican Crest, 15 Pelican Vista 
Drive raises architectural drama to impressive new heights. Measuring almost 7,000 square feet with 4 bedrooms and 5 baths, the custom estate was completed in 

2003 by its original owner and boasts front-row panoramas of the ocean, Catalina Island, golf course, harbor and shimmering city lights.  15PelicanVista.com

15 Pelican Vista Drive   |  4bd 4.5ba  |  Listed at $7,995,000
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36. Fashion Forward
Newport’s premier shopping 
destination, Fashion Island, 
celebrates its 45th anniversary. 
By Allison Hata

40. Man on a Mission
USC quarterback and Newport 
native Matt Barkley continues to 
progress on and off the field.
By Brett Callahan

46. Guardians of the Water 
Every day in Newport Beach, Harbor 
Patrol takes on unique challenges.
By Jason Sanford 

52. Back Bay Adventures
Southern California’s largest 
tidal estuary shelters wildlife and 
provides an outdoor escape.  
By Vicki Hogue-Davies

58. A Wave of Creativity 
Legendary surfboard shaper Peter 
Schroff returns to his original art 
form.
By Kathy Ochiai 

64. Sweet Summer Days
Some of Newport’s most prominent 
residents share how they most love 
to spend a summer day in Newport. 
By Lisa Marie Hart

80. AdvertoriAl: Say “I Do” 
to the California Coast
Tie the knot at a venue dressed  
up to suit your scheme, whatever 
your style.
By Lisa Marie Hart

84. HAbitAt: The Flower Streets
Corona del Mar’s village provides an 
intimate haven for families. 
By Somer Flaherty 

100. Taste of the Town
A restaurant resource for dining  
out in Newport Beach.

Retro swimsuits make a splash in OC.
Summer Style
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at Hoag, re-opened hiking trails, a 
community college for Newport, melt-
proof makeup and more.

20. trend: High-end sport watches meld 
form with function, plus fashions from OC 
designers.

22. Art: All You Need is Love
Broadway’s beloved “La Cage aux Folles” 
makes its way to the Segerstrom stage.

24. Home: All Decked Out 
A CdM-based designer creates custom 
decks for local customers.

26. Active: Ride the Wave
Newport Beach’s Pat Towersey talks 
surfing. 

28. ocinsite: Discover Sugar Mama’s 
latest invention and what’s new on 
OCinSite.com.

30. society: Balboa Bay Club & Resort 
tempts guests with 200 wines for tasting; 
CASA hosts Black and White Ball for OC’s 
children; Laura’s House hosts first annual 
Wine & Dine Benefit; David Yurman’s 
reopening benefits Harvesters.

88. trAvel: Go Native
A San Francisco native offers an insider’s 
view of where to stay, play and dine while 
visiting the City by the Bay.
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a mandatory composting program for 
Newport Beach.
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hoag

MINIMALLY-
INVASIVE

state-of-the-art

GYN

CONTAC T US TO F IND OUT MORE •  877.421.7919 •  HOAG.ORG/GYN1

Hoag’s specialized gynecologic team is helping you heal like never before. With the  
only integrated multi-specialty minimally-invasive team of its kind in California and four  

state-of-the art da Vinci robots “on staff,” you’ll be back to healthy sooner than you think.

HOAG HELPS YOU GET BACK TO HEALTHY, FASTER.
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Sincerely,

Christopher O. Schulz
Group Publisher
chris@firebrandmediainc.com

Summer Blast
This is a fun time of year to live, work and play in Newport. Schools are out, and 

family activities abound. Our local shops, restaurants and hotels resonate with the 
sound of foreign languages—and of the cash register ringing up their purchases. 
While it’s great to have visitors explore and enjoy our area, it’s even better for those of 
us who get to live here year-round. 

This issue of Newport Beach Magazine celebrates the myriad of things to do in the 
area for locals and visitors alike. We start by asking six prominent residents to describe 
their “perfect summer day” in Newport, including their favorite hideaway haunts—
does Wing Lam really eat all of his meals at Wahoo’s? 

Water defines Newport Beach, from where we live to what we do with our time. 
One of our feature stories deals with the challenges that face our Harbor Patrol, 
from keeping our waters safe, our Duffy owners sober and our stranded boats from 
sinking. We also explore the ecosystem known as the Back Bay, which teams with 
marine and bird activity. 

This issue also brings us back in time, with our 1960s-inspired swimwear fashion 
shoot. Shot at the Crystal Cove beach and historic cottages, the images celebrate the 
joys of summer fun and the timelessness of Orange County. And, to keep the theme 
authentic, we turned to Billabong’s Paul Naude, who loaned us retro surfboards from 
his personal collection. Gidget would be proud. 

Once you dry yourself off, there’s more to read in this issue. Fashion Island turns 45 
this summer and, in true Newport fashion, looks better than ever. We also profile our 
own Matt Barkley, the Trojan warrior about to make the leap to the NFL. Finally, for 
those planning to soon tie the knot, we outline the best local options for the perfect 
wedding venue. 

So, whether you are a visitor or one of the lucky ones to call Newport home, this 
issue of Newport Beach Magazine will help you plan the perfect day and perfect stay.

Publisher’s Letter
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Visit OCinSite.com for local news, 
provocative commentary from 
a diverse group of bloggers, as 
well as comprehensive lifestyle 

content for coastal Orange County, 
including restaurant listings and 

reviews, fashion coverage, people 
and business profiles, a burgeoning 
events calendar and much more. 
OCinSite.com is updated daily, 

and users can also sign up for free 
weekly e-newsletters with exclusive 
content and details on unique and 

compelling upcoming events. 

When you find OCinSite 
on Facebook—“like” it. Fans will 

receive quick-hits of what’s new on 
the site, delivered along with  

a captivating bit of snark, but only 
when absolutely necessary.  

What’s not to like?

THE BEST COASTAL LIFESTYLE  
WEBSITE IN ORANGE COUNTY

PROFILES

BLOGGERS

EvENTS

LIFESTYLE

©2012 By FIREBRAND MEDIA LLC. All rights reserved. No part of this periodical may be reproduced in any form or by any means without prior written consent from Newport Beach Magazine. 
Views expressed herein are those of the authors and advertisers and do not necessarily reflect those of the ownership or management of the magazine. SUBSCRIPTIONS: Newport Beach Magazine 
is published six times a year. One year’s subscription in U.S. is $24; $46 per year outside the U.S. Single copies are available for $4.99 at newsstands and other magazine outlets throughout the 
United States. To subscribe please log on to newportbeachmagazine.com or call 800-999-9718 (8 a.m. to 5 p.m. PST). 
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EVENTS
LIFE AND STYLE IN
NEwporT BEAch

Visit ocinsite.com to View the latest happenings around town and to  
sign up for newport Beach magazine’s free weekly e-newsletter. 
To submit your event, please e-mail edit@newportbeachmagazine.com and upload to ocinSite.com.

Calendar 
Performing Arts
“MArvelous Wonderettes: 
CAPs & GoWns”
Through Aug. 12; Laguna Playhouse Take a 
musical trip down memory lane with the four 
wonderettes, who perform classic ’50s and ’60s 
hits in this lively play filled with song and dance. 
(606 Laguna canyon rd., Laguna Beach; 949-
497-ArTS; lagunaplayhouse.com)

shAkesPeAre by the seA
July 7 – 8; Bonita Canyon Sports Park professional 
Shakespearean actors perform “romeo and 
Juliet” and “Two Gentlemen of Verona,” two love 
stories with two very different endings, in this 
weekend of lively theater. (1990 Ford rd.; 949-
644-3211 ext. 2155; newportbeachca.gov)

PAGeAnt of the MAsters
July 7 – 31; Irvine Bowl  highlighting the relationship 
between art and technology, the 79th annual 
pageant will feature a stunning display of living 
pictures in “The Genius.” (650 Laguna canyon rd., 
Laguna Beach; 949-494-1145; foapom.com)

“lA CAGe Aux folles”
July 24 – Aug. 5; Segerstrom Center for the Arts
The center premiere of the Tony Award-winning 
musical tells the hilarious tale of a flashy Saint-
Tropez nightclub owner and his wife who meet 
their soon-to-be daughter-in-law’s conservative 
parents for the first time. (600 Town center Dr., 
costa Mesa; 714-556-2787; scfta.org)

“seussiCAl”
Aug. 11 – 19; South Coast Repertory The only thing 
more fun than reading a fantastical Dr. Seuss 
book is seeing its magical manifestation come to 
life on stage in the performance hosted by cat in 
the hat and guided by horton the Elephant. (655 
Town center Dr., costa Mesa; 714-708-5555; 
scr.org)

Music
suMMer ConCert series
Through October; Hyatt Regency Enjoy a summer 
of great food and good tunes with a roundup of 
talented jazz and pop musicians playing Friday 
nights in an intimate coastal setting. (1107 
Jamboree rd.; 949-729-1234; hyattconcerts.
com)

sunset JAzz series
July 11 – Sept. 19; Newport Beach Marriott Hotel 
& Spa Experience the best of jazz at the third 
annual summer series, with concerts taking 
place wednesday nights in the hotel’s rose 
garden. (900 Newport center Dr.; 949-759-5003; 
westcoastjazzparty.com)

ConCerts in the PArks
July 22; Bob Henry Park
Aug. 5; Bonita Canyon Sports Park

Bring your blankets and beach chairs and catch 
two free concerts in the park: The Bracken 
Band (July 22) and The U.K. Beat (Aug. 5). (Bob 
henry park, 900 Dover Dr.; Bonita canyon Sports 
park, 1990 Ford rd.; 949-644-3211 ext. 2156; 
newportbeachca.gov)

live ConCerts
Throughout July and August; Coach House 
hear great music up close and personal at The 
coach house in San Juan capistrano: Big Bad 
Voodoo Daddy (July 13); Leo Kottke (July 28); 
Dick Dale (Aug. 18); Steve Tyrell (Sept. 1). (33157 
camino capistrano, San Juan capistrano; 949-
496-8930; thecoachhouse.com)

Charity events
GreAt GentleMAn’s sMoker &  
lobster ClAMbAke
July 20; Balboa Bay Club & Resort

pAGEANT oF ThE MASTErS
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Guests at the exclusive and elegant beach party 
will enjoy superb wines and spirits, a five-course 
dinner and live Dixieland music, with a portion 
of the evening’s proceeds benefitting The 1221 
Club’s Balboa Bay Club Scholarship Fund. (1221 W. 
Coast Hwy.; 949-630-4201; balboabayclub.com)

552 Club’s Movie sCreening
Aug. 8; Edwards Big Newport Fashion Island Join 
the Hoag Hospital Foundation’s 552 Club for a 
tasting party and private screening of “The Bourne 
Legacy,” with proceeds supporting the hospital’s 
many initiatives. (300 Newport Center Dr.; 949-
764-7212; hoaghospitalfoundation.org)

lobsterfest
Aug. 11; Newport Dunes Waterfront Resort Hosted 
by Leadership Tomorrow, the fundraising event 
offers guests an opportunity to feast on Maine 
lobster and enjoy live reggae music, with proceeds 
benefitting the Orange County Chapter of Make-
A-Wish Foundation. (1131 Back Bay Dr.; 949-478-
3468; lobsterfestatnewportbeach.com)

flavors of orange County
Aug. 19; Fairmont Newport Beach Witness culinary 
experts craft their signature dishes tableside, 

presenting attendees with a multi-course 
gourmet meal. Proceeds from the event benefit 
the American Liver Foundation. (4500 Macarthur 
Blvd.; 310-670-4624; liverfoundation.org)

activities
sights & sips sunset Cruise
Thursdays through Sept. 27; Mariner’s Mile Marina 
Enjoy complimentary appetizers and relaxing 
music as you take in scenic coastal views and 
watch the sailboat races in Newport Harbor 
during this two-hour yacht cruise. (2431 W. Coast 
Hwy.; 949-650-2412; hornblower.com)

suMMer sunday barbeCues
Sundays through Sept. 2; Balboa Bay Club & 
Resort  Wind down the weekend with a fantastic 
view, live steel drum calypso and reggae music 
and barbecue favorites on the outdoor terrace of 
Duke’s Place overlooking the bay. (1221 W. Coast 
Hwy.; 949-630-4145; balboabayclub.com)

suMMer nature CaMps
Eight weeklong sessions run through Aug. 20; 
Environmental Nature Center Kids entering 
kindergarten through sixth grade can observe 
nature up close with crafts, games and hands-on 

activities during eight summer camp sessions. 
(1601 16th St.; 949-645-8489; encenter.org)

balanCed Wellness retreat
July 20 – 21; The Spa at Pelican Hill Balance mind, 
body and spirit in this two-day program featuring 
fitness walks, yoga, spa treatments and more. 
(22701 Pelican Hill Rd. South; 800-820-6800; 
pelicanhill.com)

art
art-a-fair
Through Sept. 2; Laguna Canyon Enjoy the works 
of 125 artists from around the world, with two- and 
three-dimensional art abound in every medium. 
(777 Laguna Canyon Rd., Laguna Beach; 949-494-
4514; art-a-fair.com)

saWdust art festival
Through Sept. 2; Laguna Canyon More than 200 
local artists showcase fine art and crafts, including 
hand-blown and fused glass, painting, jewelry, 
surf art, ceramics, clothing and textiles, wood 
and metal sculpture, scrimshaw, photography 
and more. (935 Laguna Canyon Rd., Laguna 
Beach; 949-494-3030; sawdustartfestival.org)

festival of arts
July 13 – Aug. 31; Laguna Canyon View original 
work by 140 award-winning local artists at 
California’s longest-running outdoor fine art 
exhibition. (650 Laguna Canyon Rd., Laguna 
Beach; 949-494-1145; foapom.com)

“JaCk goldstein x 10,000”
Through Sept. 9; Orange County Museum of Art 
The first American retrospective of Jack 
Goldstein features two immersive installations, 
20 of Goldstein’s films, a representative selection 
of 22 paintings, and 18 records with listening 
stations. (850 San Clemente Dr.; 9490759-1122; 
ocma.net) nbM
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NBM: How should our makeup 
routine change for summer?
AP: The transition from spring to 
summer is actually very simple. 
Starting with eyes, I always like 
to warm things up, so I use a 
soft wash of eye shadow in a 
color that’s as close to the lid as 
possible, then [a darker] shade in 
the crease, emphasizing the outer 
corner to create a winged effect. 
A highlighted cheekbone and 
brow bone (using an illuminator) 
also works beautifully with this 
look.
NBM: What trends/colors are hot 
for summer?
AP: The trend is soft eyes with 
sheer pastel colors and well-
defined brows, while the face 
will have a hint of bronzer with 
illuminated cheekbones.
NBM: What’s the best way to 
“set” makeup and make it last?

AP: For the face, INGLOT’s 
Makeup Under Base ($19) is 
perfect to set your makeup. Apply 
a small amount on cheeks, chin 
and forehead, and massage into 
skin. An excellent eye base also 
allows for easy blending and 
application, and prevents shadow 
from creasing.
NBM: What’s the secret to 
looking more youthful?
AP: I always say “less is more.” 
If you have good healthy skin, let 
that show and only conceal what 
needs concealing. Keep lips soft 
and plump-looking with lip gloss. 
And always wear mascara. 

INGLOT features an array 
of cosmetic colors and 
combinations, as well as 
personalized palettes. (Suite 
1085, Fashion Island; 
949-640-9940) 

Melt-Proof MAkeuP
As the early July gloom dissipates into a wave of summer heat, maintaining 

that morning-fresh face throughout the day becomes a challenge. NBM 
sits down with professional makeup artist Alexander Peuchot of INGLOT 
Cosmetics in Fashion Island to brush up on some techniques for flawless 
summer makeup application. 

A new program at Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian in Newport Beach, called GYN Robotics, provides advanced minimally invasive 
surgery and a speedy recovery to gynecologic patients with varying medical conditions, from ovarian masses to endometriosis. With 
robotic-assisted surgery, says Marketing Consultant Julie French-O’Connell, one of the hospital’s skilled surgeon’s completely controls one 
of four state-of-the-art da Vinci robot instruments from a console near the patient’s bed, which results in significantly smaller incisions 
than traditional surgery, as well as less pain and blood loss, fewer complications, shorter hospital stays and a much faster recovery. Hoag is 
the only integrated multi-specialty minimally invasive team of its kind in California.

da Vinci’s Genius

NB
BUZZ
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Luxury EstatE GoEs on CLEaranCE The estate at 
1 Pelican Hill went on blue-light special on April 26 when Toshiaki 
Ogasawara, chairman and publisher of The Japan Times, Ltd. and 
USC trustee bid to win it in a bankruptcy court-approved auction 
for $18.5 million. In addition to the bid, Toshiaki must also pay a 5 
percent premium to Auction.com (which held the auction), bringing 
the total cost to $19.4 million. The estate, formerly known as Villa del 

Lago, was once priced as high as $87 million and at 12.47 acres, is 
the largest private estate parcel in Newport Beach. 

Still unfinished, the estate includes an eight-bedroom, 17-bathroom, 
17,706-square-foot Italianate-style villa, 17-car garage, gardens, private 
vineyards, private lake with terraced waterfalls, a tennis court, wine 
cave and horse stable and riding area. Construction to complete the 
property is estimated to cost over $3 million. 

FashionabLy Fit
The mother-daughter duo Tamara and Britt Delano are protesting old T-shirts and tattered 

sweatpants with Delano, a new women’s lifestyle activewear boutique in Corona del Mar. After two 
years of selling their apparel online and in various fitness clubs and boutiques, they opened their 
first brick-and-mortar store at the end of May. Formerly a controversial puppy store, Tamara and Britt 
transformed the space into a bright boutique with clean white walls. Collections include everything 
from traditional sportswear (sports bras, leggings) to pieces like ruffled jackets and cashmere skirts. 
Delano’s philosophy is to provide functionality for active women without sacrificing style.

On June 14, locals joined the line’s creators for champagne and shopping to celebrate the 
boutique’s opening. Guests browsed designs like the “Rihanna” (leggings with diamond shape laser 
cuts) and the “Kate” (a LBD made of a blend of cashmere and sportswear fabric). A portion of the 
event proceeds benefitted The Dream Guild JDRF OC, which raises funds and awareness for Type 1 
Diabetes. (2801 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-0007; delanowear.com)
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Grand 
OpeninGs

C. WOnder

rOberta rOller rabbit

tOmmy bahama hOme

JOie

C. WOnder
Opening its first West Coast 

location at Fashion island in 
august, C. Wonder offers a 
collection of clothing, accessories 
and home décor in whimsical 
prints and vibrant colors. 

the boutique, owned by 
entrepreneur J. Christopher burch, 
has fitting rooms with adjustable 
lighting and music, and themed 
rooms ranging from glamorous 
to all-american, whisking guests 
away on a shopping adventure. 
(347 newport Center dr.; 855-896-
6337; cwonder.com)

rOberta rOller rabbit
Known for colorful, chic 

clothing, accessories and home 
furnishings, roberta roller rabbit 
plans to open its first Orange 
County boutique at Fashion island 
in July. Offering fun apparel for 
men, women and children, and 
upholstered furnishings in vivid 
colors and textures, the fairy tale-
inspired shop also sells fabric by 
the meter for those with a creative 
flair. (401 newport Center dr.; 
robertarollerrabbit.com)

tOmmy bahama hOme 
the first-ever tommy 

bahama home store will open 
at Fashion island in august, 
offering furnishings, upholstery 
and distinctive home décor. 
Celebrating relaxed living, the 
5,000-square-foot space will 
feature the latest tommy bahama 
collections. the brand’s coastal 
chic designs are intended to 
turn your home into a restful 
retreat. (401 newport Center dr.; 
tommybahama.com)

JOie
With a vintage feel and fresh 

approach, Joie brings its five 
mainstay collections to Fashion 
island in July, at the brand’s first 
West Coast location.

inspired by the casual 
yet sophisticated Southern 
California lifestyle, Joie uses 
luxurious fabrics in everything 
from its signature cargos 
to dresses and handbags. 
reminiscent of a Parisian 
apartment, the store’s classic 
moldings and herringbone 
floors reflect the polished 
personality of Joie. (591 
newport Center dr.; joie.com)

nb
bUZZ
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A Smokin’ Good Time This is what Drew Lambert and Anthony Livano offer at 
the Beach Cigar Lounge in Newport Beach, of which they recently assumed ownership. 
“Whether you spend $6 on an Oliva G. or $50 on a Davidoff Millennium Churchill,” 
says Drew, “we promise two things: a good smoke and a good time.” Inspired by 
their passion for cigars and camaraderie among fellow smokers, they stick to a “purist” 
credo, selling only the basics—great cigars, ranging from well-knowns to hard-to-find 
“sticks” like Padron, Kristoff and Graycliff, as well as smoking essentials like cutters and 
cases. There’s something for everyone, they say, and neophytes can benefit from the 
help of David, their “handsome Columbian cigar-smoking expert” who helps keep the 
beach lounge afloat. (Beach Cigar Lounge, 107 Palm St.; 949-791-8564)

College by the Coast
A striking three-story, glass-sided building will 

soon be the newest addition to Newport Beach’s 
skyline. Expected to be complete by the end of 
September, Coastline Community College will 
be Newport’s first full-service college, offering 
general education, foreign language and paralegal 
courses starting October. 

The school’s visual and performing arts programs 
will also be housed at the Newport campus. A 
professional dance studio provides space for 
ballet, tap, jazz or modern dance classes—for 
fitness or just fun. Meanwhile, budding artists will 
showcase their talents at the Coastline Art Gallery, 
formerly located in Huntington Beach and coming 
to Newport as a site for future art-themed events. 

Set on a 3.91-acre site, one of the most 
prominent features of the eco-friendly building 
(designed by LPA Inc.) is its rooftop garden, a 
green space perfect for studying, relaxing, and 
enjoying the idyllic location. (1515 Monrovia Ave.; 
714-546-7600; coastline.edu) 

 HAppy TrAilS
Made over just in time for summer, the Buck Gully Reserve trails reopened on May 30, thanks 

to the City of Newport Beach, State of California and Irvine Ranch Conservancy. Featuring two 
trails of varying difficulty—Bobcat Trail, 2.27 miles long, and Bridge Trail, 1.05 miles long—the 
renovations are just part of the city’s plan to preserve and protect natural resources in the 300-acre 
reserve while also providing recreation opportunities. Unofficially created by trail users, “social 
trails” existed before the renovation, but conservationists and planners say these types of trails can 
lead to weed invasion and erosion. The new trails closely follow the social trails, but were rerouted 
in some areas to more sustainable paths and help avoid segmenting habitats. The project also saw 
the installation of four aluminum bridges, built off-site and put in place by helicopters. Ranging 
from 35 to 50 feet, the bridges further help prevent ecosystem interference.

Trails are accessible at the intersection of 5th and Poppy Streets. Hikers and cyclists are welcome 
on the trails seven days a week, from dawn to dusk. Dogs are not permitted. nBm
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Porsche Design P6780 Diver set 
in titanium, $10,750, at Porsche 
Design, South Coast Plaza.

GOOD SPORT
High-end watches meld form with function. 

By JULIE FRENCH

Limited edition Chopard Mille Miglia 
GT XL Chrono Speed set in titanium, 
$9,570, at Chopard Boutique, South 
Coast Plaza.

Oakley Minute Machine 
Diamond Dial Edition, 
$3,500, at Oakley, Irvine 
Spectrum.

Ocean Sport 
Chronograph watch 
by Harry Winston, 
$27,000, at Harry 
Winston, South 
Coast Plaza.

Tiffany & Co. Atlas 
chronograph watch 
in stainless steel with 
black rubber, $7,900, 
at Tiffany & Co., South 
Coast Plaza.

NB
TREND
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MADE  
IN OC

Discover  
fashionable  

creations by local 
designers. 

By JULIE FRENCH

Dress by P.J. Salvage, 
$84, at Envy in Laguna 
Beach and Modern 
Romance, Fashion 
Island.

L Space by 
Monica Wise 
tote, $109, at 

Molly Brown’s.

Ambsn  
boardshorts, 
$60, at Surfside 
Sports and 
Hobie. 

JJnumber8 Shield diamond and 
turquoise earrings in 18-karat 
gold and silver, price upon  
request, at jjnumber8.com.

Raw kyanite, vintage silver 
and sterling tangle necklace 
by Nan Fusco, $1,270, at 
nanfusco.com or Mi Place.

Blouse by Oday  
Shakar, $625, at  
Mi Place, Neiman 
Marcus, Fashion  
Island, and Oday  
Shakar Atelier,  
Costa Mesa.

Silk chiffon 
dress by  
Jessica Bark-
ley, $350, at  
jessicabarkley.
com.
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ART

I
t doesn’t matter who you love, but that you 
love. This is the timeless message of “La 
Cage aux Folles,” as summed up by actor 
Christopher Sieber, who plays Albin in the 

touring, Tony Award-winning Broadway revival. 
The show arrives at Segerstrom Center July 24, 
almost 30 years after the original Broadway 
production opened. 

The story focuses on a gay couple in Saint-
Tropez—Georges, who manages a nightclub with 
drag entertainment, and his partner Albin, who 

is the star of the club’s show as the chanteuse, 
Zaza. Georges’ son brings his fiancée’s ultra-
conservative parents home to meet the couple, 
which puts the bonds of family to the test as the 
feather boas fly. 

This version of the show started in the 160-seat 
Menier Chocolate Factory theater in London. 
The cozy space led the production to scale down 
from the extreme gags and acrobatics of the 2004 
Broadway revival and to focus on the story and 
the family. “You still get the complete musical 

theater satisfaction of seeing a big Broadway 
musical, but it has a smaller, more intimate feel,” 
Christopher says. 

A two-time Tony Award nominee, Christopher 
had a unique opportunity to explore the 
production from different vantage points. After the 
actor playing Georges dropped out of the show in 
New York suddenly, Christopher went from being 
introduced to the musical as a first-time audience 
member to playing the part of Georges in a little 
over a week. Harvey Fierstein, who co-wrote the 

geoRge hAmilToN, 
chRisTopheR sieBeR 

ANd The compANy of 
lA cAge Aux folles

love and laughter
Broadway’s beloved “La cage aux Folles” makes its way to the segerstrom stage.

By Nicole NelsoN
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musical comedy and was starring as Albin at the 
time, asked Christopher to take over the role of 
Georges. It meant leaving the role of Billy Flynn 
in “Chicago,” which he had been slated to star in, 
but he agreed and began rehearsing for “La Cage,” 
as Christopher calls it, a few days later. When the 
show went on tour, George Hamilton was brought 
in to play Georges, and Christopher assumed the 
role of Albin, opposite Hamilton.

The two parts are quite different, but 
Christopher isn’t fazed. He describes himself 
as being a little insecure at first, as he is when 
starting anything, but he quickly found his 
way. “I always jump in head first and see what 
happens,” he says. 

One obvious way the roles are different is 
the number of costume changes. Christopher 
explains, “Georges has three costumes; Albin/
Zaza has 15 costumes, 22 different looks, nine 
pairs of shoes, 12 wigs and multiple pieces of 
jewelry—and a team of three backstage to help 
me get in and out of everything.” He says he 
never stops moving during the show’s 3.5 hours.

Christopher and George had never met before 
being cast together. Christopher was brought 
in to meet the accomplished actor with the 

christopher sieber as zaza and george hamilton as georgesthe cagelles in la cage aux folles

familiar, perpetual suntan, to make sure that 
they would get along. Now, Christopher says 
they are good friends and that Hamilton, whom 
he says “doesn’t have a diva bone in his body, 
and is generous beyond belief,” shares great 
stories about everything from famous actors to 
presidents and other world leaders he has spent 
time with. “He’s George Hamilton,“ he says. 
“Everyone wants him around.” 

Christopher expresses excitement about making 
his Segerstrom Center debut. “I’m looking forward 
to seeing some of the housewives of Orange 
County,” he says with a smile. He also shares that 
Disneyland was one of his favorite amusement 
parks. “I was with a guide before—a VIP guide 
because I was on a sitcom—and I was able to go up 
above the firehouse and see Walt’s old apartment, 
Club 33, all the secrets of Disney. I love that.”

Among Christopher’s fans locally is Terrence 
Dwyer, president of Segerstom Center for the 
Arts. “He’s a great performer—I’ve worked with 
him a few times in past lives, and he’s a great 
comic and a great musical theater performer,” 
Terrence says.

On making the decision to bring the Broadway 
revival to Orange County, Terrence says, “You 

look for great, classical musical shows that have 
had really positive receptions in New York and 
on the road, and also, shows that have a big heart, 
that’ll be entertaining and have a lot of variety 
and show off the art form. We think ‘La Cage Aux 
Folles’ hits all those numbers, full speed.”

Seasoned theatergoers will appreciate that 
this is the show’s debut at the center. Terrence 
also points out new efforts to make reasonably 
low-priced tickets available to the community. 
Through the Access for All program that began 
last year, the center is selling 10,000 tickets 
throughout the season for $10 a ticket. There are 
also different rush tickets, and tickets available 
at curtain. “We’re doing a lot of things to make 
the shows as accessible as possible,” he explains. 
He hopes that these programs will allow some 
people to experience their first Broadway musical 
with “La Cage.” 

“It’s a great big fun comedy, and that’s a nice 
place for people to start if they’re going to dip 
their toe in the world of Broadway musicals,” 
Terrence adds.

“La Cage aux Folles,” July 24 – Aug. 5; 
Segerstrom Center for the Arts, 600 Town Center 
Dr., Costa Mesa; 714-556-2787; scfta.org. NBM
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“I got into this career by accident,” says 
Claudia Schmutzler of Windsor Deck and Gardens, 
a custom deck company in Corona del Mar. It 
happened nearly 20 years ago when she was hosting 
a party at her former home in Huntington Beach. 

“It was a little ratty house with a scary 
backyard. I built a deck and also added a nice 
patio. I had friends over one day, and [someone] 
took a picture of my deck and said they were 
going to send it to Sunset Magazine. I thought, 
‘no way, this isn’t going to be published,’ but I 
actually got a phone call from the magazine, and 
my deck ended up getting featured.” 

After the story was published, the writer told 
Claudia that the magazine was receiving numerous 
calls from readers wanting a deck like hers on 
their own property. “I told her I wasn’t in the deck 
business and she said, ‘well you should be.’ ”

Years later, Claudia began building decks for 
friends and neighbors until more and more 
people were asking for her design help. “It just 

snowballed and one day I said, ‘I think I’m in the 
deck business now.’ ”

Claudia encourages her clients to customize 
their outdoor experience by what they put on 
their deck. Adding a hot tub is one addition she 
recommends. “That 1970s redwood round hot 
tub is coming back—but remember, when you 
incorporate a hot tub in your deck, you typically 
build the hot tub first and then deck around it.” 
Another way to enhance your outside living space 
is with an outdoor kitchen. “I’m a huge cook, so I 
did an outdoor barbecue that I built custom with 
a Viking range.” If you aren’t a cook, she says, then 
add landscaping; there’s nothing more relaxing 
than sitting on a deck that is partially shaded 
by a tree. “And don’t be afraid to have fun with 
furniture,” Claudia adds. The designer’s own deck 
will have a fresh new direction soon. “I plan to paint 
the floorboards a fireball orange to play off the 
cedar shingles and white trim. That is the beauty of 
working with natural redwood; you have the luxury 

of completely changing your look and not being 
forever locked into the same surface color.” 

Considering a deck addition? Check out 
Claudia’s tips for success:

1. Optimize the space. We spend so much 
money for every inch of land here, so I really 
encourage people to take a hard look at their 
property and plan the space creating the deck.

2. Choose the right materials. I steer clients 
toward natural wood decks (as opposed to 
composite) for many reasons, one being that 
natural wood can be stained and painted—you 
can change colors as often as you like and you 
aren’t locked in to one design choice.

3. Add a railing. Even if you’re decking up 
against a fence, adding a railing is like putting a 
frame around a painting.

4. Maintain your deck. If a wooden deck 
scratches, stains or weathers, you can sand it down, 
and then, once a year, recondition it by staining or 
oiling it yourself.

All DeckeD Out 
A corona del mar designer creates custom decks for local customers.

By somer flaherty

NB
home
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Get InspIred
select a dashing style for your deck.

By somer flaherty

If you’re lucky enough to have the space for a deck, 
it should never be an afterthought, relegated to hold a few 
potted plants. Bring that same design sense you used in 
your interior space into the sunshine, and create a chic and 
functional outdoor escape.nBM

Home Trends

The Capri ColleCTion, 
available at restoration  
hardware (401 newport Center 
Dr., Ste. 201a; 949-760-9232;  
restorationhardware.com).

CuSTom barbeCue iSlanD, available 
at the bbQ Grill outlet, South Coast metro 
(714-540-1594; bbqgrillsandislands.com). 

ouTDoor Coffee Table  
by JonaThan CharleS,  
available at De benedictis  
(laguna Design Center, 23811 
aliso Creek rd., Ste. 168,  
laguna niguel; 949-831-9411; 
lagunadesigncenter.com).

reClaimeD wooD ouTDoor Table, 
available at arenbeology (3303 harbor 
blvd., unit K4, Costa mesa;  
714-812-6772; arenbeology.com). 

fonTana GuSTo wooD-fireD 
ouTDoor oven, available at 
williams-Sonoma (8032 e. Coast 
hwy.; 949-464-2168;  
williams-sonoma.com).
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Growing up in Newport Beach, Pat 
Towersey would ride his red Schwinn cruiser to 
the beach almost every day from fifth grade until 
he got his license. “The best advice I received was 
to surf every day,” he says. “There was a big crew 
of established older surfers in Newport that were 
all really friendly and adopted me into their pack, 
along with my brother and a few of my friends.” 

If you weren’t familiar with his deep ties to 
the sport, it would be easy to take “Punker Pat,” a 
moniker that’s stuck through the years, for just 
another local surfer. But the kid who rode his first 
wave at age 9 in San Onofre has a well-developed 
presence in the sport; he’s been sponsored or 
an ambassador for just about every big-name 
homegrown brand, and his career has taken him 
to waves in Indonesia, Sardinia, Tavarua, Spain, 
Australia and Costa Rica. 

As a young surfer growing up in Newport Heights, 
Pat, who has been named “one of the best-known 

and well-liked surfers on the Southern California 
coast” by Billabong, rode professionally throughout 
his teen years. At age 12, he was sponsored by Volcom 
and began competing in surfing competitions and 
appearing in advertisements for the brand. In 2005, 
Billabong signed the surfer to a multi-year contract 
as a sponsored rider, and after a partnership with 
RVCA, Pat found his current spot as an ambassador 
for surfing powerhouse, Hurley. 

Although Pat says he surfs everywhere in 
Newport, the best wave he ever caught was at The 
Wedge, about five years ago. “It was a massive set 
wave and I was barely able to get in,” he says. “I 
pulled into a pocket ride that straightened out to 
thousands of people clapping on the beach.”

Daily sessions can take enough of his free time, 
but Pat doesn’t just surf; he’s a total waterman 
who freedives and standup paddleboards—he’s an 
ambassador for Paddle2Live, a nonprofit that raises 
money and awareness for cancer. 

“When you’re in the water, the most important 
thing is to be comfortable,” Pat says. “If you get into 
something and you love it, you can do it every day.”

Ready to get wet? Pat’s tips for beginning surfers:
1. Buy a wet suit. You can get by on what’s called 

a 3/2 mm full suit (the numbers correspond to the 
thickness of the suit), and it will work year-round.

2. The length of the board you buy will depend 
on your preference but also your height and weight. 
However, it’s usually best to start out on a long 
board. Foam boards are also good for beginners.

3. Spend time in the water before you even start 
surfing. Swim in the ocean and get comfortable 
being in the waves.

4. Take lessons. There are a lot of great surf camps 
and surfers who offer private instruction.

5. The best tip for trying to get sponsored is—
don’t try to get sponsored; it’s kind of like trying 
to get a girlfriend. Just do what you love and work 
hard at honing your craft. People will notice.

RIDE THE WAVE
newport Beach’s Pat towersey talks surfing. 

By somer flaherty
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By somer flaherty

You don’t have to be a sponsored rider 
to get the gear; just check out these local 
outfitters to get head-to-toe ready for your 
first (or next) wave. NBM

SURF’S Up

StarS N StripeS 
BoardShortS, 
available at Jacks 
Surfboards (2727 
Newport Blvd., #101; 
949-673-2300; 
jackssurfboards.com).

LumBerJack LoNgBoard 
By aLmoNd SurfBoardS, 
available at almond Surfboards 
(367 old Newport Blvd.; 949-
515-2102; lifeisjustswell.com).

raShguard,  
available at roxy, South 
coast plaza (714-540-
4555; roxy.com).

magic marker 
high performaNce 

ShortBoard Shaped By 
gerry o’keeffe, available at 
russell Surfboards (2301 West 

Balboa Blvd.; 949-673-5871; 
surfboardsbyrussell.com).

cLariNS Spf 40 
SuN protectioN,  
available at 
Bloomingdales, 
fashion island (401 
Newport center dr.; 
949-729-6600).
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T
here comes a time 
in everyone’s life 
when he or she 
gets rejected—by a 

boyfriend, a job or an ATM … 
and it’s natural to ask ourselves 
when that happens, “What 
could I have done differently so 
I don’t make the same mistake 
twice?” Which was precisely 
what I wanted to know when I 
was rejected for life insurance 
last month.

“Why was I denied?” I asked 
my insurance agent.

“Well, evidently, your phone 
interview didn’t go so well.”

For the record, my “phone 
interview” was not an 
interview at all. It was an 
inquisition laced with a shot 
of judgment and a swig of 
apathy conducted by someone 
(named Helen) from a third 
party (Helen) who claimed 
there was no wrong answer.

Do you drink? Have you ever 
been on prescription drugs? 
Is there a chance you could be 
pregnant? These were the kinds 
of “run of the mill” questions 
posed to me in an effort to 
gauge my insurability. 

She told me to be honest.
“Yes, I drink.” I stated. “In fact, 

I celebrated my anniversary at 
the Montage last night with lots 

of Champagne. It was lovely. 
Thanks for asking, Helen.”

She didn’t balk.
“Regarding drugs,” I 

continued, “when my mother 
was diagnosed with cancer last 
year, I was really sad, so my 
doctor prescribed me some 
anti-depressants, which I took 
for, like, a week. She’s fine 
now and so am I,” I explained. 
“Again, thanks for asking.”

I swear I heard her sniffle.
“And, WOW, I sure hope I’m 

not pregnant, but anything’s 
possible after last night, Helen!” 
I added with a laugh.

“I’ll let you know,” I even 
joked.

That was the deal breaker, 
according to my agent. 
Evidently, a drinking, pill-
popping loosey goose—married 
or not—is considered a liability 

in some insurance circles.
“What can I do?” I asked my 

agent. “What if I die tomorrow 
and my family gets nothing?”

“We can always petition it by 
writing a letter,” she offered. 

So what do you write to 
a cubicle named Helen who 
rejected you from paying 
exorbitant premiums for the 
rest of your life? Do I appeal 
to her with compassion and 
share the story of that dying 
squirrel I saved, using my last 
dime, because that’s what I’d 
hope a person would do for 
me some day? 

Should I tell her she’s made 
a terrible mistake and call her 
nasty things?

It’s funny; the whole premise 
of life insurance is to provide 
peace of mind for those you 
leave behind—a contract 
between you and your loved 
ones, ensuring that you will 
take care of one other, from 
earth or by sky. Which is why 
I decided to rise above all 
this … and put a curse on her 
instead.

Sorry, Helen. But I’ve been 
rejected by enough boyfriends, 
jobs and ATMs to know that 
the only peace of mind I’ll get 
is to give you a piece of mine.

P.S. Not pregnant.

Peace of Mind

go to

VIDEO
OCinSite digs deeper into 

the soft underbelly of coastal 
Orange County and brings 
the pages of Newport Beach 
Magazine to life. We’ve got it 
on video. 

BLOGS
Sneak a peek behind that 

proverbial “orange curtain” and 
check in with our intrepid crew 
of bloggers for posts that are 
useful, entertaining and often 
provocative and inspiring.

GET CAUGHT UP IN THE 
ACTION

People come from all over 
the world to enjoy coastal 
Orange County and its many 
offerings. In addition to its 
innate beauty and playground 
appeal, OC is home to a 
keen, active and fun-loving 
citizenry. In other words, we 
like to keep busy and the 
fact is, there’s no shortage 
of things to do around here. 
From the philanthropic to the 
hedonistic, the eclectic to 
the annual, OCinSite has the 
line on the gigs that other 
media entities just don’t get. 
So check out our CALENDAR 
(OCinSite.com/calendar). 
Events and happenings 
are being added every day. 
Or sign up for The Weekly 
Lineup, and have the latest 
crop of affairs delivered right 
to your email inbox. nBM

Can’t get enough Sugar? Discover her and more online. What’s more?

By Sugar MaMa



©2012 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times.

Power Porsche Newport Beach
866-363-9775
445 E. Pacific Coast Highway
Newport Beach, CA 92660
newport-beach.porschedealer.com
Porsche recommends

From 0 to Awesome in the Blink of an Eye
It’s everything you love about the Boxster and more. Producing 265 horsepower from a 2.7-liter flat-six 
engine, the 2013 Porsche Boxster accelerates from 0 to 60 in 5.2 seconds with standard PDK and optional 
Sports Chrono Package. It’s lighter, stronger, and faster and appeals to your eyes as well as your sense of 
adventure. Test-drive the 2013 Boxster today. There’s nothing like driving a Porsche. 

Experience the 2013 Boxster for yourself at Power Porsche Newport 
Beach. Orange County’s largest selection of new and pre-owned 
Porsche Vehicles.
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1

A GrAnd TAsTinG TAkes PlAce AT BAlBoA BAy cluB
More than 60 wineries from around the world gathered in the Grand Ballroom at the Balboa Bay Club & Resort 
on May 26, where they offered attendees the opportunity to try more than 200 white, red and sparkling 
varieties at the Newport Beach Wine Festival Grand Tasting Gala. Complementing the wide assortment of 
wines were tasting stations featuring culinary creations from Balboa Bay Club Executive Chef Josef Lageder 
and his team. Seafood, sushi and savory meat dishes, as well as decadent desserts and other small bites 
were offered as gourmet fare to pair with the crisp white and hearty red wines. —Allison Hata

1 decadent desserts 2 Julie Vaughn and guest 3 BBc chef Josef lageder with guest 4 marilyn nitz carrefour 5 fresh seafood 
6 Pouring of wine at the BalBoa Bay cluB

SOCIETY
BalBoa Bay CluB Wine Festival tasting gala
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CASA’S Sold-out EvEnt nEtS MorE thAn $800,000 to BEnEfit ArEA ChildrEn 
A crowd of 800, including many of the area’s most influential people, gathered at the Hyatt Regency Huntington Beach May 19 for the Court 
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) annual Celebration of Children Black & White Ball. The funds raised assist the nonprofit organization to train 
volunteers who serve as powerful advocates for the community’s most severely abused and neglected children. The evening began with a pre-
dinner reception, Champagne, an open bar and preview of the live auction items. In the black, white and red-themed ballroom, guests enjoyed 
live entertainment, dinner, dancing and a moving keynote speech by Laura Schroff, author of “An Invisible Thread”—the story of how she became 
a friend and mentor to one hungry and neglected boy on the streets of New York. Elizabeth An, restaurateur and CEO of House of An, and the An 
family were also honored, and Elizabeth shared her own story of having a mentor when she was a young immigrant. —Micaela Myers

1 Gordon clune, stefanI and allan sIMon 2 alan and tanya thIcke, elIZabeth an 3 ryan fIsher, suZanne cantor-fIsher, brIan 
stIrlInG 4 ursula nesbItt, chrIstIna lyon 5 nancy eaton, wendy tenebauM, laura schroff, lourdes nark, brItt Meyer

CASA BlACk & White BAll
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Laura’s House Hosts First annuaL Wine & Dine BeneFit
One hundred community members raised their glasses—and $15,000—at the first-ever Laura’s House Wine & Dine benefit, held on June 9 
at Big Canyon Country Club. Beneath the stars of the club’s poolside patio, guests enjoyed tastings of more than 30 wines from Napa Valley, 
Sonoma Coast and Paso Robles, paired with an array of culinary delights. In addition to ticket sales, monies poured in from a silent auction 
featuring regional wine tastings and tours, as well as more than 100 bottles of wine. Proceeds support Laura’s House, which provides programs 
to families impacted by domestic violence in Orange County and beyond. The mission of Laura’s House is to change the social beliefs, attitudes 
and behaviors that perpetuate domestic violence, while creating a safe place in which to empower individuals and families affected by abuse. 
—Ashley Breeding

SOCIETY
Laura’s House Wine & Dine

1

1 margaret bayston, Laura’s house ceo and executive director, and richard bayston; board member brenda zaLke 
and mike zaLke 2 board member casey woLin and tim woLin; nancy tuLLos, tony robertson 3 chad and vanessa brand 
4 christian and katherine morwood (with ambyth estate wine) 5 wayne and karen PinneLL 6 bette and wyLie aitken, 
Laura khouri
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DaviD Yurman’s newlY reopeneD Boutique offers night  
of shopping to Benefit harvesters

David and Sybil Yurman, Harvesters Chairman Jennifer Segerstrom and co-chairs welcomed VIP guests for a night of shopping on May 8 at the 
newly reopened South Coast Plaza boutique to benefit Harvesters’ hunger relief programs for families, women and children in Orange County. 
Established in 1979, David Yurman is internationally recognized as one of America’s leading fine jewelry and timepiece brands. David and Sybil 
are both artists with respected careers in sculpture and painting. Meanwhile, Harvesters is a dedicated group of women committed to raising 
funds and promoting awareness for the Second Harvest Food Bank of Orange County, helping feed more than 240,000 people each month. 
The event hosted a fine crowd who enjoyed wine, Champagne, hand-passed hors d’oeuvres and, of course, the opportunity to view, try on and 
purchase fine jewelry with a portion of proceeds benefitting a great cause. —Micaela Myers

1 soMe of davId yurMan’s classIc creatIons 2  davId yurMan, vIcky taM 3 allIson olMstead, jIll 
johnson-tucker 4 jennIfer seGerstroM, Glen senk 5 lIsa howard, susan etchandy

DaviD Yurman reopening Benefits Harvesters
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John McMonigle: California Real Estate #01891179
©2012 MLUXExchange. MLUXExchange is a registered trademark. MLUXExchange does not guarantee accuracy of square footage, lot size, room count, building permit status or any other information 
concerning the condition or features of the property provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other sources. Buyer is advised to independently verify accuracy of the information.

A select number of the properties featured
are listings of Teles Properties.

SOLDHUNTINGTON BeacH JaNUarySOLDLaGUNa BeacH JaNUary
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As Newport’s premier shoppiNg destiNAtioN, FAshioN islANd, 
celebrAtes its 45th ANNiversAry, we tAke A look bAck At its 
iNFlueNce oN our coAstAl commuNity. by AllisoN hAtA
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It’s hard to remember a time when 
Newport Beach could ever be considered 
unfashionable. Described by members of the 
Newport Beach Historical Society as a “rough 
and tumble port town” back in the day, the city 
is now at the forefront of luxury living, and more 
importantly, shopping. 

On Sept. 9, 1967, the landscape of Orange 
County changed dramatically with the opening 
of one of the nation’s first coastal outdoor 
shopping centers. Fashion Island, developed 
by the master planners at the Irvine Company, 
offered a glimpse into Newport’s future as a 
sophisticated yet casual beachside community. 

A Memorable Beginning
Newport Beach in the 1960s was largely 

defined by its abundance of boats and sandy 
beaches. While quaint village strip malls 
provided residents and visitors with plenty of 
boutique shopping opportunities, what the city 
lacked was a large-scale center for the latest 
couture and dining. Enter the Irvine Company, 
with grand plans for a retail space that would 
redefine coastal Orange County. 

“As a master planner, Irvine Company always 
knew that Newport Beach needed a regional 
retail center and that it would be a vital part 
of the coastal community,” says Dan Sheridan, 
president of Irvine Company Retail Properties. 
“A Champagne gala celebrated the opening of 
Fashion Island that not only drew more than 
18,000 people, but that Time Magazine called 
‘the largest cocktail party in the world.’ The 
community was obviously thrilled to have 
premier shopping and dining here in Newport 
Beach. There was nothing like it at the time.”

Once a vastly different environment than the 
Fashion Island we know today, the 909,000-square-
foot center’s design was credited to architectural 
firm Welton Becket & Associates. One standout 
piece of the original design that has withstood 
the center’s many renovations made its own 
mark on history: The famous bells along the 
southwest entrance of what was then J.W. 

Robinson’s department store were recorded by 
the Guinness Book of World Records as “The 
World’s Largest Wind Chime” upon installation. 
The bronze wind chime sculpture, created 
by mural artist Tom Van Sant, was completed 
on Sept. 11, 1967, just two days after Fashion 
Island’s opening. 

“The landmark bells of Robinson’s were a 

momentous installation marking Newport 
Beach’s first step of welcoming the next 
generation of residents,” says Dana Myerson 
Agamalian, an interior designer and Newport 
Beach resident. “The elegant chimes reverberated 
from what was immediately established as the 
center of town.” 

The now-silent wind chimes remain a part 
of Macy’s exterior today, having left a lasting 
impression on the city’s residents. “My first 
memory of Fashion Island is the opening of 
Robinson’s in 1967 with my grandmother,” 
says Gina Sammis, oral history director of the 
Newport Beach Historical Society. “I actually 
remember when those bells at Robinson’s used 
to ring in the wind. It was a beautiful sound.” 

In addition to the bells, another signature 
element of Fashion Island is the 20,000-gallon 
koi pond—a water feature that has remained a 
part of the center since the very beginning.
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From the silver screen to the red carpet, many of the newport Beach Film Festival events, 
including an annual fashion show, are held at Fashion island.
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the slowest end of the mall,” John says. Despite 
the slow flow of customers, the company, like 
Fashion Island, continued to grow: At one time, 
GARYS had five retail locations at Fashion 
Island alone, ranging from women’s apparel (Per 
Donna) and home furnishings (GARYS Island 
Home) to a restaurant (J.B.’s Sports Deli). 

“The theory behind J.B.’s Sports Deli was, back 
in the day, the mall didn’t have the traffic that it 
did today,” John explains. “My father, being the 
entrepreneur he was, came up with a way to 
bring more traffic for his men’s store.” Although 
the restaurant and other storefronts have since 
closed, the flagship GARYS still operates from 
its original location, which has expanded to an 
impressive 17,000 square feet with distinct rooms 
for different lifestyles.  

Locals might also be familiar with another 
popular Fashion Island apparel retailer, At-
Ease, which opened its doors in 1969 (but 
closed in 2008 when it relocated to Crystal 
Cove Promenade down the coast). “I worked at 
At-Ease as a teenager at Newport Harbor High 
School, as so many of us did, selling the preppy 
clothes we all wore during the ’70s,” Gina says. 

John adds: “I remember back when I was in 
high school, everyone came to At-Ease and they 
gave away backpacks with their name on it. It was 
the cool store for the kids.” 

Other longtime tenants at Fashion Island 
that are still open today include the first Cathy 
Jean shoe store (1976) and Traditional Jewelers 
(1991), among others. 

All of the original anchor department stores 
are now closed, but in 1978, Orange County’s 
only Neiman Marcus opened—and still 
remains—on the northeast side of the mall. The 
three-story Atrium Court, containing more than 
a dozen stores and a selection of casual cafes, 
arrived in 1985. 

Department stores J.W. Robinson’s, Buffum’s, 
The Broadway and J.C. Penney served as the 
original anchors for Fashion Island, joining an 
additional 52 specialty shops and two restaurants. 
“I still think the view from the top of the escalator 
next to Robinson’s (now Macy’s) is the best in 
Newport Beach,” Gina adds. “[I] go there every 
year to watch the start of the Ensenada Race.”

Lasting Legacy  
Over the years, Fashion Island continued to 

thrive, adding many new stores that catered 
to the ever-changing needs of its clientele—
including a few retailers that remain at the center 
today. Known for its upscale menswear, GARYS 
opened at the north end of the mall in 1978. 
The 4,000-square-foot space had a look that was 
“very ’70s” with lots of dark wood and men with 
moustaches, says John Braeger, the company’s 
current president and son of its former owner, 
Dick Braeger, who passed away earlier this year. 

The north end of Fashion Island (now bustling 
with visitors at Nordstrom, P.F. Chang’s, The 
Cheesecake Factory and more) was once a very 
quiet corner of the center. “This was probably 

Life of the Party  From store 
openings to trunk shows, Fashion 
Island knows how to throw a 
party—but perhaps none are as 
celebrated as the center’s annual 
Christmas tree lighting. Taking 
place nearly every year since 
Fashion Island’s opening in 1967, 
the tree lighting is a not-to-be-
missed community celebration. 
The festivities commence in 
November, when a near 100-
foot tree is placed in the Neiman 
Marcus/Bloomingdale’s courtyard. 
The tree is decorated with 
thousands of lights, ornaments 
and bows, and on the Friday before 
Thanksgiving, Fashion Island puts 
on a performance to remember. 
With past acts that include shows 
from local performing arts students 
and a rare appearance from Disney 
characters, the annual Fashion 
Island tree lighting is a tradition 
that families look forward to every 
holiday season.

1967
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Renaissance and Reinvestment 
“Retail is always evolving and we want to ensure 

that our mix of merchants is distinctive and 
meets consumers’ changing tastes and interests,” 
Dan says. The Irvine Company regularly brings 
in new retailers and restaurants to keep pace with 
the desires of locals and visitors, but has also 
conducted two significant makeovers for Fashion 
Island over the last several decades. 

The first in 1989, referred to as “The 
Renaissance,” made the initial strides to 
capture an Old World look and feel, with three 
Mediterranean-inspired paseos that added 
70,000 square feet of retail space for 60 new 
stores. Jerde Partnership and RTKL Associates led 
the architectural design for the Irvine Company’s 
vision on “The Renaissance.”

Notable store openings that took place 
following the first makeover included Orange 
County’s first Bloomingdale’s in 1996, taking 
over the former Broadway building; the home 
store opened the following year in Atrium Court. 

The Irvine Company continued its 
reinvestment of Fashion Island in 2009, 

undertaking a $100 million project to transform 
the entire center. Dubbed the “Second 
Renaissance,” four new signature fountains 
were added, as were additional outdoor spaces 
for year-round al fresco dining and soft seating 
areas for guests to relax, have a cup of coffee 
and enjoy the warm Southern California sun. 
The reinvestment project transformed Fashion 
Island, adding classic Italian elements with 
enhancements such as Palladian architecture 
from BCV Architects and Burton Architecture, 
Italian light fixtures and 50-foot pine trees. 

“For the reinvestment, we brought in a more 
sophisticated color scheme […] and landscaping 
similar to what is seen along the Italian coast,” 
Dan explains. “Fashion Island’s look has evolved 
over the years, and a Mediterranean theme was 
part of the Renaissance in the 1980s. Today, the 
center has a more classic Italian feel and look.”

In addition to the elegant new architecture, 
over the last couple of years Fashion Island has 
seen a number of new stores arrive that are 
exclusive to Orange County: the first-ever Ella 
Moss, as well as the first West Coast stores for 

Vineyard Vines, Sperry Top-Sider and C. Wonder. 
“Fashion Island was a great choice for C. 

Wonder,” says Amy Shecter, the company’s 
president. “We love the fact that it is in an 
outdoor mall, and our location—which is near 
the famous koi pond—couldn’t be better.”

Fashion Island is unparalleled in the diversity 
of its retailers: With everything from a Tesla 
showroom that displays the automakers’ latest 
technology and the state-of-the-art Island 
Cinemas (complete with reserved auditorium 
seating and specialty food and beverages) to a 
new Whole Foods opening in late 2012, it offers 
an array of shops and eateries to suit every visitor. 
Spreading over 1.5 million square feet, Fashion 
Island is now home to approximately 200 retail 
storefronts and restaurants.

“Fashion Island set several standards,” says Gordy 
Grundy, president of the Newport Beach Historical 
Society. “It was novel in scope and design, and 
it raised the bar. Fashion Island was and still is 
an object of study by developers, architects and 
retailers. …[It] also set a standard for style that has 
pervaded the entirety of our culture.” NBM

photos by jody tiongco
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Matt Barkley is not satisfi ed. The star 
quarterback for the USC Trojans knows that as 
an athlete, student, volunteer, family member and 
Christian, he can do more. Sure, he’s on his way to 
being the most touted quarterback to leave USC since 
Carson Palmer, has maintained over a “B” average at 
one of the most distinguished academic institutions 
in the country, and has joined his family and friends 
on several religious volunteer trips, but in his mind 
there’s always room for improvement. 

“When it comes down to it, I don’t think you 
can ever be satisfi ed,” Matt says. “Just having that 
mentality in a lot of things in life can help push you 
towards the top.”

His viewpoint is one that few 21-year-olds, let alone 
those in the national spotlight, have the foresight and 
wisdom to put into practice. Then again, Matt’s idea 
of what the “top” is undoubtedly differs from most. 

As USC quarterbacks coach Clay Helton says, “I 
can’t think of another guy that I’ve had the chance to 
coach that just honestly tries to be great in each area of 
life. He’s just a truly special person, and I hope to get to 
coach another one like him. He’s a rare commodity.”

Outside the Huddle
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Even as Matt is forever linked first and foremost 
to the football field, his interests extend well 
beyond his time in a helmet and pads. He believes 
he owes this diversity in large part to his parents, 
Les and Beverly. The Barkleys moved Matt 
and his younger twin siblings, sister Lainy and 
brother Sam, from Irvine to the Newport Beach 
community as Matt was entering junior high, to 
be closer to relatives and friends. As early as Matt 
can remember, they encouraged the three children 
to be involved in as many activities, sports-related 
and otherwise, as possible. 

“I think my parents did a great job of not 
sheltering me and giving me the chance to do a lot 
in life,” Matt says. 

Matt grew up playing a number of sports: soccer, 
basketball, baseball and, of course, football, for the 
Newport-Mesa Seahawks and later the Mater Dei 
Monarchs. Throughout the years, he noticed a 
certain trend in each of the sports he played as he 
took on key positions like center midfielder, point 
guard, pitcher and quarterback. 

“It’s funny, I’ve always wanted to be in control,” 
Matt says. 

The sense of control that guides Matt’s life may 
explain why he feels so drawn to helping others 
whose own lives never had the chance to find the 
same direction. Les and Beverly have urged their 
kids to join them in Christian-based volunteer 
programs throughout the years, most notably a 
2010 trip to Nigeria during their Christmas break.

“I think to whom much has been given, much is 
required,” Matt says in biblical reference. “Nigeria 
and other trips were just opportunities to give 
back and be selfless. They were times to forget 
about what was going on back home and really 
focus on other people and how to love, serve and 
give to them.” 

Matt fully intends to continue his service to those 
in need as he reaches the next phase of life, but he 
also makes time to be a college kid both around 

campus and back home in Newport. When 
spring and summer come around, he takes 
to the beach for volleyball (his backup plan if 
football doesn’t work out), bodysurfing along 
local river jetties and The Wedge, and a chance 
to eat at a number of the many restaurant 
offerings along the Pacific Coast Highway near 
Corona del Mar. 

“I love the beach community and how close 
it is to everything,” Matt says of Newport Beach. 
“It was a great place to grow up. There’s also 
a ton of USC alumni in Newport flying their 
flags everywhere, so I was kind of immersed in 
that culture as a kid.” 

USC has since replaced Newport as Matt’s 
place of residence, but even there he is 
surrounded by family. Both Sam and Lainy 
are enrolled as freshmen, with Sam running 
as a hurdler for the Trojan track team and 

Lainy working in the football offices. The 
three Barkley children carry on the tradition 
that their father (a former water polo star), 
grandmother and aunt originally established 
as Trojan alums. 

His teammates further serve as extended 
family members, but also aren’t afraid to bust 
his chops if the occasion calls for it. One such 
instance occurred during a segment on “The 
Dan Patrick Show,” in which Matt was asked 
to show off his musical prowess by playing an 
acoustic rendition of Jason Mraz’s “I’m Yours.” 

“Oh man, we gave him an unbelievably hard 
time about that,” says Khaled Holmes, Matt’s 
Bible study friend since the sixth grade and 
an offensive lineman for USC. “He started 
singing and when I heard the copy of that, I 
was devastated. It’s probably the first mistake 
he’s made in his life.” 

Matt looks to  
follow a number  

of high-profile  
USC quarterbacks 
to enter the NFL as 

early draft picks in 
recent years. 
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Unfinished Business
At some point this fall, Matt will turn on the 

television on a Sunday and see former Stanford 
quarterback Andrew Luck throwing passes to NFL 
receivers against NFL defenders to the applause of 
NFL fans. It’s a position Matt knows he could have 
been in this year had he opted to enter the draft. 
Instead, Matt announced that he’d stay for his senior 
season and try to accomplish the ultimate goal for 
a college football player, a national championship. 

“I know the guys that we have on this team are a 
special group of players, and I didn’t want to miss 
on out on something big,” he explains. 

The USC football program is coming off of a 
two-year bowl ban stemming from what the NCAA 
called a “lack of institutional control,” when players 
on several sports teams were cited for receiving 
improper benefits. The lift of the bowl ban now 
means that Matt and his teammates, who finished 
10 - 2  last season, can finally compete for postseason 
play. The ban, coupled with a coaching change for 
Matt after his freshman season when Lane Kiffin 
replaced NFL-bound Pete Carroll, has brought 
some unforeseen adversity to Matt’s USC career.

“It was definitely tough going through that rough 
patch, but I had a great sense of peace throughout 
the whole thing,” Matt says. “I think ultimately all 

that stuff brought our team closer together, and 
made me stronger as a leader and as a man.”

The Trojans have all the makings to be one of 
the top teams in the nation heading into the 2012 
season, and the lessons Matt is learning under 
Kiffin’s high-powered offense give the Heisman 
hopeful every opportunity to have one of the most 
storied seasons in college football history.

“It’s my passion and what I love to do,” Matt says 
of the sport. “The challenge of getting everyone to 
do the right thing is what’s so unique, and why it’s 
so exhilarating when it works.”

Working on Sundays
All signs point to Matt being one of the top, if 

not the top, players to shake commissioner Roger 
Goodell’s hand at the 2013 NFL Draft next April. As 
the NFL becomes more of a quarterback dependant 
league, Matt’s talent and leadership will be tested 
early and often. Having started every game from 
the time he stepped on both Mater Dei and USC’s 
campuses, the preparation and pro-style offenses 
he’s been challenged to efficiently run should give 
Matt the tools to succeed at the next level.

“He’s a tremendous decision maker, gets 
the ball out quickly and is extremely accurate,” 
Clay says. “The elite quarterbacks are guys that 

believe in making completions and taking the 
shots when they’re there. They say, ‘I’m going to 
be a highly efficient quarterback rather than just 
having a great arm.’ ”

Matt’s 69.1 completion percentage and 39/7 
touchdown-to-interception ratio this past season 
are strong indicators that his skill set is NFL-ready. 

“As much of a competitor and student of the 
game as Matt is,” Clay continues, “he’s going to 
fit right in to anybody’s system, learn it, and do a 
tremendous job for them.”

Matt looks to follow a number of high-profile 
USC quarterbacks to enter the NFL as early draft 
picks in recent years. Carson Palmer, Matt Leinart 
and Mark Sanchez are all part of a Trojan lineage 
that continues with Matt’s eventual entrance into 
the league. While those before him have had varying 
degrees of ups and downs in their professional 
careers, Matt has taken the best piece of advice for 
himself through close observation and discussion. 

“Just win,” he says of the expectations for his 
own career. “It’s hard to win in the NFL, and I 
just want to have a successful career and have fun 
while I’m doing it.”

As long as Matt continues to strive for success 
and life balance, it appears as if his future will 
continue to be one to watch. NBM

Photo by david jakle



Our idea of a team sport.

Jeff Burch CAPTAIN FUN

Jeff Burch is our kind of guy. Not only does he give back, but he has a passion for sailing and can almost always 
be found out on the ocean charting his own course and chasing his competitors. After buying his first boat at age 
14 (with money earned from mowing a few hundred lawns), he’s followed his dreams and found a great group of 
sailors who love the sea as much as he does. He’s since created “Hot Ticket Racing” with help from his beloved 
boat, the Hot Ticket.

We met Jeff back in December when we sent him about 3,000 pink and blue lights to deck out his boat for the 
Newport Beach Christmas Parade. It was then that we realized just how bright Jeff and his team (or “family” as he 
likes to call them) really are! This crew always has their spirits high and their sails even higher. That’s something we 
can get on board with. 

Fashion Island  |  1125 Newport  Center Drive
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EvEry day in nEwport BEach, harBor patrol takEs on uniquE challEngEs,  
from putting out firEs to saving strandEd vEssEls.

By Jason sanford | photos courtEsy of ocsd marinE opErations

Guardians 
of the Water   

Deputy Dennis Breckner is not a novice to the force; he’s 
“been there, seen that” as a 15-year veteran of the Orange County Sheriff ’s 
Department—except, of course, for the time that 35-year-old Sloan 
Briles threw his 10-year-old son overboard from a harbor cruise and then 
belligerently resisted arrest at the hands of the Orange County Sheriff 
deputies—he’d never seen that before.

“That was crazy, that this guy would do that to his own son in the 
middle of a busy harbor,” he says. “That brings up all sorts of child 
endangerment charges, and then he went limp on purpose when deputies 
tried to arrest him.”

Thankfully, it’s not every day that Harbor Patrol deputies have to worry 
about kids being thrown overboard by their drunken, manic fathers, but 
alas, it is one of the many things that they’re prepared for.

“Our job description includes a lot … it’s very extensive learning,” 
explains Deputy Gary Lewellyn, also a 15-year veteran of the department.

In addition to patrolling and enforcing the laws in Newport harbor—
from speeding to reckless behavior—the Harbor Patrol conducts search 
and rescues as well as a hodgepodge of Homeland Security missions all the 
way up and down the 43 miles of Orange County coastline, including inside 
and outside the Huntington, Newport and Dana Point harbors.  
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Beyond the harBor’s Mouth
It is essentially a bit of a misnomer to just 

call them Harbor Patrol, as their job extends far 
beyond the calmer waters of the harbor. One of 
their chief responsibilities includes search and 
rescue and towing missions that take them far 
out into the open ocean, which, depending on 
the weather, can be less than hospitable to their 
boats—or any boats for that matter. 

“You’ve always got to think about the elements; 
you never know what the wind is going to do, 
what the tide is going to do, what the swell is 
going to do,” Dennis says. “It keeps your mind 
busy for sure when you’re engaged in a rescue.”

High swells, complete darkness, pouring 
rain, gale-force winds—none of it is enough to 
keep these officers of the sea from saving the 
passengers of a disabled, rapidly sinking ship. 

Gary recalls an SOS that came in one night 
off a stranded boat that was sinking nearly 20 
miles off the coast: Harbor Patrol responded 
and quietly expected to not find the vessel, 
considering the complete darkness and adverse 
weather conditions that would likely push the 
boat away from its last known location. Lo and 
behold, he and another deputy sped out in the 
middle of the night and did find the boat, akin to 
actually finding the needle in the haystack, in the 
pitch-black as the water was approximately ankle 
high in the boat. 

“We weren’t so sure we’d be able to find 
them out there in the dark and all the wind, but 
thankfully we got to them in time,” Gary says.

But this is par for the course in a job that could 
have officers putting out a boat fire one moment 
and lending crucial support to local lifeguards 
at The Wedge during high swells that very same 
day. The Harbor Patrol’s officers are trained to 
handle the forces of nature and the toughest 
elements—both natural and manmade—that 
they could possibly encounter on the high seas.

docking, diving and other 
dangers

Harbor Patrol’s role is so expansive that they’re 
the first responders and first line of defense 
anytime anything dangerous, wild or out of the 
ordinary occurs in and around the harbor. 

“A couple weeks back we got a gas in the bilge 
call, which, when [gas] fills up the boat, turns it 

TOP: DEPUTY GARY LEWELLYN; BOTTOM: DEPUTY DENNIS BRECKNER 
PHOTOS BY: JODY TIONGCO
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into a bomb … essentially you’re now dealing 
with a bomb in the harbor,” Dennis explains.

So these two deputies of the sea donned their 
full, head-to-toe firefighting gear, including 
their self-contained breathing apparatuses and 
proceeded to respond to the call, where they 
were able to help the boat owner release the 
hazardous gasoline fumes before they could 
ignite and cause catastrophic consequences as 
seen in November 2011 in Huntington Harbour. 

A similar, more tragic situation happened 
aboard a 26-foot speedboat in the Huntington 
Harbour where gas filled the bilge and ignited 
violently, sending everyone aboard flying into 
the water with severe injuries and broken limbs 
due to the explosion. Luckily, no one was killed as 
the boat quickly became a bomb and detonated 
from an electrical spark below. Huntington 
Harbour’s branch of deputies helped contain 

that situation by rescuing the boaters and 
putting out the flames as quickly as possible. 

This time around, Dennis and Gary’s 
timing was perfect in Newport Harbor, as 
they helped a family aboard the boat avert 
potential disaster—and the Harbor Patrol felt 
confident in their equipment and training to 
take on the situation.

“The same thing that you would have at a 
fire station is with every deputy … we respond 
from here because this is essentially our fire 
truck,” Dennis explains. “On board, every 
[patrol] boat is a self-contained breathing 
apparatus, fins, mask—in the event that we do 
have to go in the water.”

In addition to the less common and higher-
risk calls, Harbor Patrol also is responsible for 
salvaging and towing derelict boats that are 
abandoned or drift away from their moorings. 

“All the knots you have to learn how to tie 
so that you can secure a 30 or 40,000-pound 
vessel are key … you may only have one shot 
to dock a million-dollar yacht and you don’t 
want to damage property or lose it,” Gary says.

When a boat has to be towed back from the 
ocean into the harbor because it runs out of 
gas or stops working, Harbor Patrol has to 
tie that baby down and make sure to use the 
correct alignment for the tow job required. 
The deputies use a side-tie for boats already 
inside the harbor so that they can have greater 
control over the boat in a tighter, obstacle-
filled environment; while they use a standard 
behind-the-boat tow for vessels that die out 
on the high seas—the key to which is allowing 
enough space in between the two boats so that 
they don’t run into each other if the boat in 
front suddenly has to brake or hits a big swell.

BASKET DROP TRAINING



Watch the video on 
OCinSite.com!

SPECIALIZED TRAINING
There’s lots to do and lots to think about for 

sure. Of course, it helps to have plenty of allies 
in the area too. 

“We have a good relationship with all the 
agencies in the area because we rely on them to 
help us too—Newport police, the Coast Guard, 
the local lifeguards, paramedics,” Gary  says.

Is it safe to say that these guys don’t just cruise 
around and check tan lines all day long?

“We have to go through our regular training—
going through the police academy, we have to 
go through our jail training, our jail years, our 
patrol training, stay on patrol—deputies out 
here do at least fi ve years patrol before they can 
come here—and then it’s three months learning 
how to be a fi refi ghter in a marine environment. 
I just shake my head and laugh when guys come 
up to us and say our job is nothing but sunshine 
and bikinis,” Dennis says, smiling.

Gary frames it with his own personal kernel to 
end the day at sea.

“When you’re on patrol on land, the guy 
you’re putting in the backseat in handcuffs 
isn’t necessarily thrilled that you’re doing your 
job—it’s a little different out here; people are 
so thankful that you’re here to help them have a 
great time out on the water.” NBM

TOP RIGHT: SUNKEN BOAT; BOTTOM: 
THROWING A LINE
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Southern California’s largest tidal estuary shelters wildlife  
and provides an outdoor escape for nature lovers.   

By Vicki Hogue-DaVies

Back Bay  
adventures
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The “keDEEK, keDEEK” call of California least terns 
echoes in the air. A flock of the federally endangered birds lifts off and 
circles low over the water. Welcome to the Upper Newport Bay Nature 
Preserve and Ecological Reserve—one of the city’s most precious 
natural areas and the largest remaining natural estuary in Southern 
California. Commonly known among locals as “the Back Bay,” this 
special slice of Newport, which has been featured on Huell Howser’s 
“California Gold,” encompasses approximately 1,000 acres of open 
water, wetlands and uplands. 

Getting Centered
Visitors to the Back Bay can orient themselves by stopping at 

The Peter and Mary Muth Interpretive Center, a 10,000-square-
foot county facility that is staffed by volunteers from the Newport 
Bay Conservancy—the nonprofit group with the sole mission of 
conserving and restoring the bay. The center features educational 
programs, exhibits, interactive displays, films and a myriad of other 
information that brings home the importance of the Upper Newport 
Bay estuary. However, many people—even locals—don’t know about 
the center or can’t find it, says Patrick McCaffrey, volunteer and 
program coordinator for the conservancy. “People call us to say, ‘I am 
here, where are you guys?’ ” he says. 

Nestled near the corner of Irvine Avenue and University Drive, the 
interpretive center is built into the side of the bluff and cannot be seen 
from the street. From the parking lot, a marked trail leads to the center. 
“It looks south over the preserve and is beautiful,” Patrick adds. “It is a 
good starting point for exploring the bay.” 

The interpretive center not only teaches about the importance of 
environmental conservation, but its builders practiced what the center 
preaches. Opened in 2000, the center was constructed from mostly 
sustainable materials, including cement and concrete from renewable 
sources and approximately 300 tons of recycled rebar made from 
confiscated firearms, steel-belted tire cords, used oil filters and steel 
containers and drums. It’s also composed of carpeting from recycled 
bottles, countertops from recycled glass and other recycled materials.  

Water Exploration
On a warm summer day, getting out on the water via kayak, canoe 

or standup paddleboard are great ways to explore the bay. Visitors can 
paddle in or launch their own kayaks or other non-motorized vessels, 
rent from a Back Bay vendor or take a tour through the reserve for 
a truly informative experience. The conservancy offers naturalist-led 
kayak tours through the Newport Aquatic Center on weekends, and 
area vendors also provide kayak and paddleboard tours, including 
sunset and moonlight excursions. 

“The Back Bay is so close to so many people but seems a world 
apart when you are out in the preserve,” says Vivian Valenzuela, who 
took part in a naturalist-led kayak tour. “It is easy to get to and it is 
wonderful that there are scheduled tours with guides who are familiar 
with the birds and wildlife in the bay.” A bird enthusiast, Vivian 
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volunteers as a least tern preserve docent for the 
California State Parks Department at the terns’ 
Huntington Beach nesting grounds. “Hearing 
the light-footed clapper rails in the grasses/
reeds was exciting!” she adds. “I remember our 
guide saying how infrequently they are actually 
seen, although the Back Bay is home to more [of 
them] than most other SoCal spots.” 

Indeed, Upper Newport Bay is home to 70 
percent of the entire clapper rail population 
in the U.S., Patrick says. Rarely seen, this 
elusive and also federally endangered bird 
is dependent on the bay’s large stands of 
cord grass for nesting, says Mark Kincheloe, 
a naturalist who leads bird tours at the Back 
Bay for Sea & Sage Audubon Society and the 

Newport Bay Conservancy, and also gives 
private tours. “They make floating nests in the 
cord grass that will rise and fall with the tide,” 
he says. “They need the cord grass to nest, so 
consequently they can’t go anywhere else.”

Below the water are approximately 80 species 
of fish. Most numerous are the marine species 
attracted by the rich supply of plankton and 
detritus, species such as the topsmelt, anchovy 
and mullet, according to the Newport Bay 
Conservancy. Visitors seeing the bay by water 
might catch a glimpse of jumping mullets. 
Experts don’t really know why the silvery fish 
leap from the water, but theories include predator 
evasion, aerial respiration and parasite removal. 

On the Trail
There are several trails for walking, jogging, 

biking, rollerblading and even horseback riding 
near the Back Bay (all well-marked and maps 
are available at the interpretive center). Multiple 
dirt trails can be accessed near the interpretive 
center and at entry points on the Back Bay’s west 
side. Trails are relatively easy, either flat or gently 
hilly, but there is not a lot of shade, so hikers 
should be prepared with water, sunscreen and 
hats. The paved 10.5-mile Back Bay Loop Trail 
winds around Upper Newport Bay, passing the 
interpretive center, the Back Bay Science Center 
and numerous scenic spots. It is popular with 
bicyclists, rollerbladers, walkers and joggers. 
Those who want to go a longer distance can head 
inland on the 22-mile Mountains to Sea Trail 
that links with the loop trail and stretches from 
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FOr The Birds
With nearly 200 different species 

of birds found in the Back Bay, it is 
considered one of the top birding 
sites in the country. During spring 
and summer, migratory birds from 
South and Central america arrive, 
including the endangered California 
least tern. Other endangered birds 
here are the least Bell’s vireo and 
the Belding’s Savannah sparrow. 
the most unusual bird sighting 
occurred in October 2009. “a 
bar-tailed godwit was seen at 
Jamboree, up by the bridge,” says 
naturalist Mark Kincheloe. “that is 
a bird that usually winters in new 
Zealand, but it wintered here that 
year. It was not only the first seen 
at the Back Bay, but in all of Orange 
County. I think it was one that nests 
in alaska, then migrates all the way 
across the water non-stop to new 
Zealand. Every once in a while one 
of these birds will get its bearings 
messed up and come to the Pacific 
Coast of north america. there are 
probably less than 10 records in 
north america of that bird being 
seen.” He notes that the Back Bay is 
a “good place for beginning birders 
to go. a lot of the birds are big, 
and easy to see and identify.” Mark 
continues, “a lot of people can’t 
believe the first time they come here 
that it is in the middle of the city.”

Pat DurKIn
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the Back Bay to Weir Canyon, north of Irvine 
Regional Park. 

While there are no horse rental facilities in the 
area, two trails allow horses, making it a popular 
riding destination for the bordering equestrian 
neighborhood of Santa Ana Heights. “Horseback 
riding is all about being out in nature as well as 
riding your horse,” says local Holly Jarvis, who 
enjoys hoofing the trails on Keiley, her Appaloosa 
gelding. “The Back Bay is a beautiful place to ride.”

Walking on the Wild Side
Mammals within the reserve are pretty much 

limited to coyotes, bobcats, long-tailed weasels, 
raccoons, possums, rabbits, two types of squirrels 
and other small rodents, says Dick Newell of 
Orange Country Trackers. A self-taught naturalist 
and animal tracker, Dick teaches a class on 
“Mammals of the Back Bay” to volunteers as well 
as tracking to rangers, wardens, animal control 
officers and others throughout the county. 
Working with the U.S. Geological Survey, which 
is responsible for federal wildlife studies in the 
Back Bay, Dick has placed cameras throughout 
the reserve to capture images of bobcats and 

other inhabitants, and has participated in the 
capture of several bobcats for USGS research 
tracking programs. “We put the collar on and 
they give me radio tracking equipment, and I 
follow the cat,” he explains. “At this moment we 
don’t have any cats with radio collars, but we do 
have a couple with tags.”

He adds that the public should not be afraid 
of bobcats if they spot one. “There is a gross 
misunderstanding about bobcats, and some people 
see them as dangerous animals,” he says. “You are 
talking about a 24-pound animal that eats rodents. 
They are harmless to us and our pets.” 

Nevertheless, it is important that people on trails 
keep their dogs on a leash no longer than 6 feet at 
all times, Patrick says. “We want people to know 
that this is for the safety of their animal and other 
animals. There are burrowing owls here during fall 
and winter in squirrel holes, and there are plants 
like prickly pear and cholla cactus, and many dogs 
have gotten their paws stuck,” he adds.

Ecological Concerns
Two of the major environmental concerns 

at the Back Bay are urban runoff and the 

proliferation of non-native plants, Patrick says. 
“We are a watershed, so all the surrounding 

cities drain to the bay, including Irvine, Tustin 
and parts of Costa Mesa, Santa Ana and Lake 
Forest,” he says. “When it rains and there is 
something in a storm drain in Tustin, it will end 
up here. I did a recent cleanup at the Newport 
Aquatic Center and found a football that said 
‘Tustin Elementary,’ which is 15 miles away.

“So, urban runoff is a major issue,” Patrick 
continues. “We are getting oil, brake-pad fluids, 
dog poop, nitrates and nitrites, and other things 
from people’s lawns. The bay is a nursery for 
many fish—it is a safe haven before they go out 
into the open ocean and after heavy rains we 
get a lot of pollutants coming down that affect 
them. We get a lot of polystyrene and birds will 
eat it and will feel full and die because they aren’t 
getting enough nutrients.”

Another big concern at the Back Bay are non-
native plants, which displace natives and can 
affect wildlife, including endangered species, 
because they alter an area’s natural biodiversity. 

To help combat these issues, the conservancy 
holds an annual estuary cleanup day to remove 
trash from the bay. Other major events include 
an Earth Day celebration and a beach cleanup 
day in September. Year-round programs help 
educate people about urban runoff and ways to 
prevent it. Other projects at the Back Bay include 
pulling non-native plants and replacing them 
with natives.

“I do a lot of high school tours to raise awareness 
about the effects of urban runoff,” Patrick adds. 
“We do high school outrigger tours and other 
tours that talk about the ecology and history of the 
bay. Orange County Parks and Fish and Game also 
have their own programs.”

Working together, these organizations, with 
the help of volunteers and the public, can help 
preserve the Back Bay for wildlife and future 
generations to enjoy.  NBM
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Nearly 200 bird species are found in the Back Bay, 
making it a top birding site in the country.
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Get educated 
For education and recreational information 
contact these organizations: Back Bay 
Science center the 13,000-square-
foot Back Bay Science center provides 
educational programs for students and 
the public. not open on a walk-in basis, 
visits must be pre-arranged for specific 
programs and functions. (600 Shellmaker 
rd., Shellmaker island; 949-640-9959; 
backbaysciencecenter.org) newport 
Bay conServancy, the conservancy 
provides kayak, bird watching, nature 
walks and other tours and volunteer 
opportunities at the Back Bay. (p.o. Box 
10804, newport Beach; 949-640-6746; 
newportbay.org) orange county Bird 
tourS take a private bird tour or join a 
group for a free Back Bay birding tour the 

last Sunday of every month. (714-968-2480; 
orangecountybirdtours.com) orange 
county trackerS naturalists provide 
wildlife tracking instruction to wildlife 
officers. the general public can learn about 
tracking from detailed information on the 
organization’s website. (octrackers.com) 
peter and Mary Muth interpretive 
center the interpretive center houses 
exhibits and films and provides other 
information about the Back Bay. (2301 
university drive; 949-923-2290; ocparks.
com/unbic) For kayak, canoe and standup 
paddleboard rentals and tours: newport 
aquatic center the nonprofit newport 
aquatic center works with the newport Bay 
conservancy to provide kayak tours of the 
bay. it also offers a moonlight kayak tour. the 
center rents kayaks and paddleboards to the 

general public. (1 whitecliffs dr.; 949-646-
7725; newportaquaticcenter.com) newport 
duneS waterFront reSort & Marina 
Located at the mouth of the Back Bay, the 
resort provides camping, watersports and 
kayak rentals, and Back  
Bay tours. (1131 Back Bay dr.; 800-765-7661; 
newportdunes.com) the pirate coaSt 
paddLe coMpany Located at the resort, 
the pirate coast paddle company specializes 
in paddleboarding, offering lessons and 
tours, including dusk and moonlight 
excursions. (714-600-8454; piratecoastpc.
com) Southwind kayak center at the 
Back Bay’s entrance, the center rents kayaks 
and standup paddleboards and provides 
tours of the bay and harbor.  (east coast 
highway and Bayside drive; 949-261-0200; 
southwindkayak.com)
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Growing up in Newport Beach in the 1960s and 1970s, 
surfboard shaper Peter Schroff didn’t have an ideal family life. His 
mother left for San Francisco to be with hippies, while his father was 
busy partying. So self-reliant Peter would order chipped beef on toast 
and “tons of coffee” for breakfast at the nearby Stuft Shirt restaurant 
and then come home to manufacture surfboards on his kitchen table. 
He created his first board when he was 14. It would be the first of 
thousands to come.

A wAve of
Creativity

Legendary surfboard shaper peter schroff returns  
to his originaL art form.

by kathy ochiai

Shaped by Newport Beach 
Living in Newport Beach had a tremendous effect on Peter. 

At Blackie’s beach between the Newport Pier and 28th Street, he 
thrived among the sights of colorful customized Volkswagens and 
professional surfers.

 “Newport was like no place on Earth,” he says. “It was the most 
charismatic and creative nucleus of the surf universe. It is responsible 
for who I am today. In the 1960s, the Blackie parking [lot] could take 
on the world … so much style, character and creativity. I was so lucky 
to have it shape me.”

As a student at Newport Elementary School, Peter would draw 
pictures of hot rods and sell them to fellow classmates for 25 cents a 
piece. In junior high at Ensign Intermediate School, he was influenced 
by the posters and comics of underground artists like Rick Griffin, 
and began making posters with rock music and surf themes.

Peter had been skateboarding since he was in the first grade, and 
he “dreamed about surfing.” When he was 11, a friend of his father’s 
gave him a stolen surfboard, which he used to ride the waves for the 
first time.

“That was it! I found my heroin,” Peter recalls. “Looking back on 
what drew us to surfing was the freedom … no rules, no right or 
wrong way, the freedom of self-expression. It was the thing I could do 
as hard as Jimi Hendrix.”

With free reign in his house throughout high school, Peter 

preston murray, Jeff parker and 
danny kwock, echo beach era
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anthony gatti, echo beach era
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began selling surfboards to friends, living on 
Nutter Butters, Baskin-Robbins ice cream and 
hamburgers from “the burger [joint] near the 
Flying A gas station.” Even though his parents 
were not a guiding force, he was surviving. “We 
have a choice to create a life we choose whether 
we come from a broken family or we graduate 
from Harvard,” Peter says.

Creating a Better Surfboard 
After graduating from high school in 1972, 

Peter dedicated himself to surfboard design. His 

company, Schroff Surfboards, provided him with 
the opportunity to travel around the world to 
see and touch different surfboards. He learned 
that Australian surfer and shaper Mark Richards 
had made a breakthrough in modern surfing. 
“Mark came up with the modified fish design,” 
Peter explains. “The fish had the characteristic of 
surfing flat. It’s the nature of the board. It had 
no rocker. It was wide. He took it and kind of 
brought it into the hybrid of a regular single fin 
and a twin fin fish.

 “It didn’t surf flat,” he continues. “It surfed 
on its rail. Mark put a lot of V in [the tail] and 
narrowed down the tail. I went to Australia to 
have a shaper shape one for me, and I brought it 
back [to Newport Beach].”

After that, Peter became best known for making 
a well-designed Southern California twin fin, 
a board with two fins on the bottom instead of 
one. He shaped 28 boards for himself in one year 
alone to study the effects of different rockers, Vs 
and other various surfboard elements.

“The twin fin was a radical design and a lot 
of people couldn’t surf it. Part of the thing was 
figuring out how to make a twin fin so it had a 
certain amount of control and it had some drive 
to it,” Peter says.

Vice president of Ocean & Earth, Dave Nielsen 
has known Peter since they were teenagers. “I’ve 
never had better boards than [Peter’s] personal 
hand-shaped guns,” he comments. “[I] would come 
home to Newport while living in Hawaii to pick 
them up even with so many good shapers on the 
North Shore to choose from. His shapes, whether 
for display or for surfing, are so beautiful to the eye. 
Aesthetically, the very nature of it—look, feel and 
touch … you knew [his boards] would work from 
an art appreciation aspect alone.”

Legendary surfboard 
shaper Peter Schroff
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The Echo Beach Era
From the mid-1970s to the early 1980s, 

while Peter was learning about the physics of 
surfboards, he was listening to the punk and 
new wave music of Iggy Pop, David Bowie, Elvis 
Costello, The Talking Heads and The Clash. With 
that style came an explosion of color and bold 
graphics. Peter was inspired to enhance the look 
of his boards.

Famous not only for being fast and 
controllable, Peter’s boards also gained attention 
because of their bright colors and latest “high-
tech” graphics—hot pink, mint green, drop 
shadows and grids.

This “new wave” of young surfers riding Peter’s 
boards also wore bright colors with bold designs, 
and they listened to punk music. They met at a 
special place in Newport called Echo Beach—a 
stretch of beach from 52nd to 56th streets. It 
wasn’t just a strip of sand and water. It was a state 
of mind.

Surfer Anthony Gatti was a part of the Echo 
Beach scene. He has known Peter since 1977 and 
still has his surfboards made by him. 

“The whole surfboard industry just bloomed 
from [Echo Beach], and Peter was part of that 
whole thing,” Anthony says. “At Echo Beach, there 

was a lot of energy on the sand and in the water. 
The local guys like Danny Kwock and Preston 
Murray were always at the forefront. They were 
pushing everybody, so it was a neat time. It was 
a great era. I was just a kid, but it was hot and 
sunny, and we had no responsibilities. We were 
just at the beach all day. It was just the best.”

Anthony worked at the local Hanafin Surf 
Shop, where Peter was the shaper for Hanafin’s 
Surfboards.  “He’s got ‘the magic touch,’ 
” Anthony explains. “And his boards were 
innovative because he was very artistic. He 
used to design boards that matched some of the 
trunks that Quiksilver was making. [My NHHS 
surf teammate Huey Johnson] would tell me that 
he would have Peter match his board and short 
colors.

 “Anthony was also a surf team rider at 
Newport Harbor High School,” Peter adds. “Team 
riders like Anthony helped with the evolution of 
boards. I mean, I surf a certain way … everybody 
surfs a different way. So it was the experience of 
all of us put together. It was real teamwork.”

Informal surf contests were held in front of 
Peter’s house on 56th Street. “It was fun,” he 
recalls. “It wasn’t like a competitive thing. We 
made an adventure out of it. The team lived on 

the ocean, and we’d have parties. The factory was 
just a couple of miles away. We were like one big 
family … a tribe of friends with hundreds of 
fantastic people.”

Artistic Growth 
Around 1985, Peter began promoting Schroff 

Surfboards with a clothing line. It grew too fast 
for the company’s capacity. 

“My nature was to create things … to provoke, 
seduce and intrigue,” Peter says. “Art seems more 
like a passion to me. When you love something 
so much, you become one with it. The business 
part was so much pressure. I brought in people 
to manage it. I later found out they were not 
good for the company. I started spitting up 
blood [from the stress]. I walked away from the 
business.”

Peter attended the California Institute of 
the Arts in Los Angeles, and spent more time 
traveling and absorbing the art and design of 
other cultures. 

Peter formed a design company called DAR-
9, promoting products by creating brand 
campaigns for Gotcha, Quiksilver and Ocean 
Pacific. Soon Peter was designing storefronts, 
home and business interiors, furniture and 
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peter 
schroff’s 
clothing line

sculpture. He left the business end to the experts, 
he says. “It was fantastic. The top-level managers 
at several surf clothing companies trusted me, 
trained me and gave me so many opportunities 
to expand artistically.”

During Peter’s earlier travels, he visited Milan, 
Italy, and attended a six-day global design festival 
known as Milano Salone. The event inspired him 
to create an artistic global festival called Prototype.

“Prototype [is a] platform where scientists, 
dancers, painters, designers, musicians [and] 
poets can create together through a computer 
interface via large-scale video projections on 
buildings to massive public audiences in a very 
portable and affordable manner anywhere in the 
world,” Peter explains. 

In one of the event’s highlights, “Intersection, 
GLOW 2010,” Peter and his teammates created 
a 49-minute installation piece. Electronic music 
played while images were projected on the side of 
a seven-story Holiday Inn in Santa Monica. 

Peter now works with computer specialists, 
artists, designers and craftsmen in his current 
company, Superlove, to make artistic visions 
into reality. The Superlove team brings together 
music, projections and props to create multi-

sensory environments. Clients include Black 
Entertainment Television, the Fashion Institute 
of Design & Merchandising and the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic.

Old Friends 
Peter grew up with Quiksilver CEO Bob 

McKnight. As youngsters, they would surf 
together from Blackie’s to 54th Street.

“We would ride our bikes and just go 
boardwalk to boardwalk and surf,” Bob says. 
“Peter was great. He always rode different, kind of 
oddball surfboards. He always worked the waves 
very uniquely and differently than anybody else. 
He just always wanted to do his own thing.

“For a while, surfboards were sort of … short, 
round and thin. Peter didn’t go for that,” Bob 
says. “He [would use a board with] a pointed 
nose and a rounder tail or one that had a weird 
shape and weird fins. Later on, when surfboards 
went normal, he kind of went abnormal. The way 
he approached the whole thing was just different 
and that’s what his personality was like, too. In 
his unique voice, he would describe the world 
differently. … He was a fun guy to be around 
that way.”
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Bob recognized Peter’s creative potential.
“I just think that, while everybody else was 

noting that he was an oddball, I thought he was a 
savant,” Bob explains. “You know, we were trying 
to get some really interesting things going with 
[Quiksilver] ad designs and displays and racks 
and fi xture ideas inside our stores. We were 
looking for things we could stick in the store that 
would draw attention and that were very unique. 
We were trying to get the oddities of Peter’s style 
out into our products and displays.”

Bob recalls that Peter built a “strangely shaped,” 
giant 12-foot-long red surfboard for the Laguna 
Beach Quiksilver store. Then he placed many 
small golden statues, which he had purchased at 
thrift shops and garage sales, onto the deck of the 
board.

“It’s still in our store in Laguna Beach,” Bob 
says. “It’s just amazing. Everybody comes in and 
goes, ‘What is that thing?’

“Peter is and always has been very different 
and quite eccentric,” he continues. “He is a good 
friend and a great guy.”

A Return to Shaping
In 2010, Peter began shaping boards again 

still under the name of Schroff Surfboards. 
“Someone asked me to do it,” he says. “I probably 
never would have gotten around to it if it weren’t 
for somebody pushing me. Following 20 years 
of riding clear [white] ‘beaver tail’ boards and 
wearing black wetsuits, people are using color 
on their boards, and they’re wearing colored 
wetsuits, too.”

According to Peter, twin fi ns, quads (four 
fi ns) and fi shes (fi sh-shaped) boards are being 
explored under a new light. Foam is more 
buoyant allowing for thinner, lighter and more 
responsive boards. Removable fi n systems allow 
the shaper to experiment with different fi n 
placements.

“One of the biggest breakthroughs I’ve learned 
about in design is that heavy concave bottoms 
give your board a fantastic boost of energy,” Peter 
says. “I ride pretty much the same shape as I did 
25 years ago … a 6-foot by 6-inch board with 
a very narrow rounded nose and a wide baby 
swallowtail. I call this the Super Series shape. The 
main addition to this is the concave bottom.” 

So Peter, a local grom born at Hoag Hospital, 
is back in town and ready to shape just about 
any kind of board a surfer might need. Making 
surfboards is not just a business for Peter; it’s a 
passion. 

He says, “I love [creating boards] and I love 
meeting with people and talking with them ... I 
get the cake and the frosting both.”  NBM

FLY THE WORLD’S FIRST 
RECREATIONAL JETPACK

Learn from Certified Flight Instructors
Steer, Hover, Submarine 
and even Walk on Water
Great for Birthdays, Anniversaries 
and Corporate Events
Units Available for Rent and Purchase

STOP 
DREAmINg.

START FLYINg!

www.JetlevSouthwest.com 888.553.64712600 Newport Blvd · Suite 122 · Newport Beach CA 92663
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sweet summer days
Some of newport’s most prominent residents share how they most love to spend  
a summer day in their beloved hometown. By Lisa Marie Hart

What elements make up the perfect summer day in Newport Beach? 
That depends on whom you ask. Newport Beach Magazine tracked down a half 
dozen locals to divulge their own personal rundown of an ideal summer day. If they 
suddenly found themselves with an unexpected day off to do as they please, for 
example, do they sun on the beach, hit the waves, mingle with the tourists, or sneak 
off to their favorite hidden gems? Sometimes, we found out, it’s a little of everything.
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An ideal summer day for Wing Lam looks like many of his others throughout the summer. It 
begins with a beach run, yoga class with his wife, Kelly, or surfing. Wing favors the swells at 36th 
Street, a middle ground where the surfers are not too old, not too young, he says. Once they 
exercise, they set out on a low-key pub-crawl that mingles food and friends along the way. “If 
we have our fancy pants friends with us, the Balboa Bay Club is phenomenal for a three-hour 
brunch,” Wing says. “If we’re feeling more casual, we’ll head to Newport Landing or Woody’s. 
Either way, we can eat, drink and be happy.”

Most days, Wing and his wife hop on their bikes in shorts and flip flops to burn a few calories, 
forget any parking hassles and cruise through the peninsula. “We like local places that have 
been in business a long time where everyone knows everyone. It’s very social but without a set 
agenda,” he says. “If I don’t want to go too far from home to watch sports in a loud, obnoxious 
atmosphere, Mutt Lynch’s is the beginning or end of a fun day. We might hit Original Pizza by 
the pier or Cassidy’s to play pool. If we’re meeting my parents, we bike all the way to Balboa 
and ride the ferry to Shanghai Pine Garden.” Some sunny afternoons even bring a spontaneous 
standup paddleboarding session. “After a few drinks, you can’t surf—but you can still stand up 
and have fun in the bay.”

As he pedals between stops, look for Wing on a rusted out girl’s bike that was left at the 
couple’s house after a rousing Fourth of July party. “It takes a real man to ride a pink bike,” Wing 
says. “I never have to worry about anyone stealing it, and I don’t feel bad about riding it with my 
surfboard and getting saltwater on it.”

Wing Lam
Owner, Wahoo’'s Fish Tacos
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It’s no mystery where you’ll find oc hiking 
club president Suki reed on a glorious 
newport afternoon. connecting people of all 
ages with nature, she heads up a booming 
organization that’s more than 9,000 members 
strong. “I’m not short on people to hike 
with,” she laughs. “It keeps me hopping.” 
or, hiking, actually. this newport native’s 
ideal day centers around tackling plenty of 
hills on an inland hike through crystal cove 
State park. “the park offers long and short 
hikes, depending on which trails you take, 
so it’s a perfect choice for almost any day.” 
when short on time, she opts for a loop by 
the nature center in the back bay with her 
two greyhounds in tow. “I love to set out just 
before sunset,” she says. “It’s that special in-
between time.” 

after traversing the crystal cove 
backcountry, Suki craves wholesome, delicious 
fare, such as omelets from pacific whey café. 
over in the back bay, she favors the lobster 
bisque at back bay bistro, where her hike-
happy pups can join her on the patio. other 
favorite summer activities might include a 
bike ride along the boardwalk, kayaking out 
of newport beach aquatic center or a pier-to-
pier beach walk ending with smoked fish at 
the crab cooker. “after any local hike, I also 
love to sit outside and nibble on a selection of 
tarts and desserts at pascal epicerie on bristol 
Street—yum!”

Suki Reed
Owner, Prepmasters.com; President, 

Orange County Hiking Club; and Founder, 
Kids in Need of Nature program

Even a big shot action sports footwear and apparel entrepreneur 
like Pierre-André Senizergues enjoys simple summertime pleasures 
that speak to his core. On his ideal summer day, he’ll be skating down 
on the boardwalk and behind the elementary school, he says. “It’s a 
perfect spot to hang out.” Coming from a former pro skateboarder and 
one of the world’s premier freestyle skateboarders of the 1980s, that 
says a lot.

“I am always at Alta Coffee or Haute Cakes for croissants in the 
mornings,” he says. “In between skating and surfing, you’ll find me 
at the playground with my kids. I also love dropping into The Cannery 
around 5 p.m. for a mojito.”

The truth is, though, that to keep on top of his game, his ideal 
summer day mixes business with pleasure. “Since I own several 
footwear brands, I love going shopping to check out how our most 
popular brand, Etnies, looks in the stores. Fashion Island is a great 
location for that. I’d also spend time playing with my kids and riding 
with them. Then I would end the day having drinks with friends.”

If the very busy Pierre suddenly had a summer day off? “I would 
wake up in the morning and surf, skate in the afternoon, then hit the 
Back Bay to kayak around and explore.”

Pierre-André Senizergues
Owner, Sole Technology
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Tending a vineyard, wine cave and winery for more than a decade, Richard Moriarity and Loren 
Blackwood have cultivated many versions of what makes an ideal summer day. In the months 
before harvest on the vineyard, where more than 1,200 vines of the Bordeaux varietal flourish, the 
long lazy days of summer give them a chance to savor a fluid and relaxed lifestyle. While Loren 
wakes before sunrise to take landscape photos and write poetry before her yoga routine, Richard 
takes pleasure in handling outdoor projects across the 3.5-acre property. “He has created a Garden 
of Eden with a botanical garden, koi pond, bird aviary and vegetable garden,” Loren says. “We love 
that friends and visitors can stroll for hours through our oasis, interacting with the fish and turtles 
and stopping to enjoy the spectacular view of the upper Newport Bay.”

On a perfect summer day, Richard and Loren cook fresh-from-the-garden meals for lunch and 
dinner. “We grow 40 types of heirloom tomatoes, lettuce, broccoli, kale, celery, four types of 
oranges and two types of lemons and limes in addition to our fresh eggs and the large catfish we 
occasionally catch swimming among the koi,” Lauren says. 

To top off the evening, the couple might attend a performance, concert, art walk, charity event 
on their own property or just settle in at home. If Richard isn’t holed up with an action movie and 
Loren isn’t studying for her UCI art history classes or working on personal art projects, they’ll host 
one of their 12-person dinner parties. This summer, an ideal day will also include distributing fresh 
heirloom tomatoes and eggs from their newly acquired Goldenrod Six to friends, including local 
chefs at Il Barone, Pascal’s and Hamamori. The couple’s six new hens, known as the “Goldenrod 
Six,” were formerly kept as pet chickens in Corona del Mar until Loren and Richard invited them to 
re-coop in their hen house, due to zoning issues.

Loren  
Blackwood  
& Richard  
Moriarity
Owners and Operators, 
Newport Beach Vineyards 
and Winery
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Located inside the Historic Hotel Laguna   •  425 S. Coast Highway | Laguna Beach, CA 92651  •  (949) 494-1151

facebook.com/hotellaguna @Hotel_Laguna and @CLAESOvation www.hotellaguna.com info@hotellaguna.com

Open daily at 8:30 a.m. Offering Breakfast, lunch, appetizers, dinner and Wines By the BOttle!Open fOr dinner service, Wednesday – sunday at 5:00 p.m.

CLAES

Named as a
Top 50 Scenic View Restaurants in the Nation

and a February 2012 Diners’ Choice Restaurant
by OpenTable Diners!

Enjoy Live Entertainment in our OceanView Bar 
Featuring fiZ with his Band every 

Friday and Saturday night at 8:30 p.m.!

3500 East Coast Highway  |  Corona Del Mar  |  949.675.1636
www.NewportFloorCoronaDelMar.com

Dress your windows in savings.

Rebates for the season. Savings all year long. From today through April 
29, 2011, save $25 per unit on Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades from 
Hunter Douglas. Ingenious, insulating air pockets are the secret to these 
attractive, energy-efficient shades, which help reduce energy loss through 
windows by up to 50%.

CARPET | HARDWOOD | LAMINATE | VINYL | TILE | WINDOW COVERINGS

NEWPORT FLOOR COVERING
3500 East Coast Highway  |  Corona Del Mar  |  949.675.1636
www.NewportFloorCoronaDelMar.com

Dress your windows in savings.

Rebates for the season. Savings all year long. From today through April 
29, 2011, save $25 per unit on Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades from 
Hunter Douglas. Ingenious, insulating air pockets are the secret to these 
attractive, energy-efficient shades, which help reduce energy loss through 
windows by up to 50%.

CARPET | HARDWOOD | LAMINATE | VINYL | TILE | WINDOW COVERINGS

NEWPORT FLOOR COVERING

Couristan Premier Wool Collection
Summer Sale! NoW thru eNd of auguSt.

NEWPORT FLOOR COVERING
3500 East Coast Highway | Corona del Mar
949.675.1636 | www.NewportFloorCoronaDelMar.com

Purchase a minimum of 25 SY Couristan Premier Wool Collection 
and receive a FREE 4 x 6 Indoor Outdoor area rug.*

*in the Dolce, 5 Seasons
or Receife collections.

Purchase a minimum of 25 SY 
Couristan Premier Wool Collection
and receive a FREE 4 x 6 
Indoor Outdoor area rug.*

*in the Dolce, 5 Seasons
or Receife collections.

Couristan Premier Wool Collection
S u m m e r  S a l e !  N oW  T h r u  au g u S T  8 T h
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“I’m a big beer advocate,” says Ryan 
Calhoun, whose ideal Newport Beach 
summer day features a stop into one, if 
not all, of his top hot spots for boutique 
beers. With three albums under Ryan’s belt 
and numerous songs prominently featured 
in films and on TV (from “One Tree Hill” to 
“Keeping Up With the Kardashians”), one 
might guess music would play into his 
ideal summer day. Instead, Ryan envisions 
blending fresh-air pastimes of growing up 
in Orange County with his mature love for 
malt beverages.

His ideal summer morning kicks off 
with a healthy dose of exercise, possibly a 
run, a climb up a steep set of stairs by the 
beach or a hike followed by breakfast at 
The Beachcomber. Lunch at Bear Flag Fish 
Company for “the best fish tacos in town” 
also merits possibility, followed by a cocktail 
or cold beer across the street at Crow 
Burger Kitchen. Alternatively, some of his 
best summer memories point to afternoons 
riding his bike to the ferry, taking it across to 
Balboa Island and “spending the whole day 
never having to get in the car.” 

In the evening, let the beer taps flow. 
“SideDoor has a vast selection of constantly 
rotating beers,” he says. “And I can always 
find favorites at Crow Bar, from Firestone 
Double Jack and Pliny the Elder to 1903 
Lager by Craftsman—a good, easy-drinking 
summer beer.” NBM

Singer/Songwriter (Winner of an LA music 
award for Best Male Pop Vocal)

Ryan Calhoun

Kari Bretschger cruised family sailboats in Corona del Mar with her dad, 
former city councilman, John Store, who once belonged to three local yacht 
clubs simultaneously. Her ideal summer day could only be spent on the water.

Kari always loved sailboats, but her husband Peter taught her to race 
them. Not only do they work together, but the couple has raced the summer 
waters together since 1985. With Peter as captain, Kari handles the main 
sheet of their J120 boat, named Adios, generally sailing with a crew of seven. 
Between socializing at the Balboa Yacht Club, they lead their class in the BYC 
66 race series and have earned trophies in the Newport to Ensenada Race, 
Santa Barbara to King Harbor Race, Ahmanson Cup and many from the Beer 
Can regattas. “For me, it’s the people that keep me coming back. It’s almost 
always a fabulous memory, no matter when we cross the line.”

Her perfect summer day is a toss up between two versions of a perfect 
summer day: “On one, we are hanging out on Adios at the dock, enjoying 
a picnic bay cruise and sharing stories with my sons, family or BYC friends. 
I would also fit in a kayak ride with my husband and our son Chris on his 
paddleboard and Peter Jr. in our inflatable Caribe power boat. Just at sunset, 
we would be at the Burgee bar at Balboa Yacht Club enjoying the sun setting 
over the Pavilion. On the other, we would meet our crew at BYC to participate 
in the Long Point Race, which is three days of racing from Newport to Catalina, 
then racing at the island and finally racing back to Newport.”

Kari’s top summer meals include dining at Bluewater Grill, Newport Landing 
or First Cabin at the Balboa Bay Club & Resort and Sabatino’s.

Kari Bretschger
President and CEO, Integrated MarketingWorks   

Kari 
Bretschger
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PhotograPher: DaviD Jakle | Fashion Director: Julie French

Summer Style

Polka Dot bikini by UniqUe Vintage, $68, at UniqUe-Vintage.com; sParkle reD sUnglasses 
by mUi mUi, $390, at saks FiFth aVenUe, soUth coast Plaza.

RetRo swimsuits  
make a splash in oC.
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On MasOn: MOOrea Gavial 
trunks by vilebrequin, $240, 

at vilebrequin, FashiOn 
island; sunGlasses by bartOn 

Perreira, $415, at saks FiFth 
avenue, sOuth COast Plaza. 

On Marilia: deniM Print 
bandeau tOP, $87, and bOttOM, 

$59, by luXe by lisa vOGel, at 
PeliCan hill resOrt; leather 
and brass CuFF by Giles and 
brOther, $195, at saks FiFth 

avenue, sOuth COast Plaza; 
sunGlasses by Oliver PeOPles, 

$430, at saks FiFth avenue, 
sOuth COast Plaza.
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On Marilia: Black and white ginghaM Bikini tOp, 
$38, and BOttOM, $44, By Oakley, at Oakley, irvine 
SpectruM. On MaSOn: Striped BOard ShOrtS By 

aMBSn, $60, at SurfSide SpOrtS in newpOrt Beach. 
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On Marilia: One-piece by Trina Turk, $164, 
aT Trina Turk, FashiOn island; earrings 
by kenneTh Jay lane, $140, aT saks FiFTh 
avenue, sOuTh cOasT plaza. On MasOn: 
sOlid MOOrea Trunks by vilebrequin, $180, 
aT vilebrequia, FashiOn island.
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On Marilia: 
audrey bikini tOp, 
$68, and bOttOM, 
$58, by l*Space, 
at diane’S 
beachwear in 
newpOrt beach. 
On MaSOn: 
diaMOnd print 
GaraGe bOard 
ShOrtS by 
billabOnG, $59.50, 
at Jack’S Surf 
ShOp in newpOrt 
beach; hat by 
blOck headwear, 
$50, at SakS fifth 
avenue, SOuth 
cOaSt plaza.

MOdelS: Marilia MOrenO, la MOdelS; MaSOn buccheri, brand talent and MOdelS
diGital tech: JOhn tiechert; phOtO aSSiStant: dOnna pOuch; faShiOn aSSiStant: 
darian rOberGe; lOcatiOn: cryStal cOve hiStOric diStrict
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Warhol’s FloWer 
special Triangle  
Bikini By la perla, 
$480, aT la perla, 
souTh coasT plaza. 



An oceanfront setting

 as eternal as your promise.

Panoramic ocean views and lush gardens present the perfect canvas for your wedding memories, 

whether you’re making your first promise or renewing your last one.

 (949) 715- 6220  • montagelagunabeachweddings.com
 

L A g u n A  B e A c h        B e v e r L y  h i L L s        D e e r  v A L L e y        m o n t a g e h o t e l s . c o m
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Say "i Do" 
to the California 
CoaSt

SPECIAL ADVERTORIAL SECTION: 

NEWPORT  
WEDDING  

VENUES

fairmont newport beach

the resort at pelican hill
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Wedding trends come and go, but timeless 
destinations never step out of style. ’Tis the season to 
get hitched, and Newport Beach, with its scenic seaside 
backdrop and boutique array of elegant venues, remains one 
of the most sought-after wedding spots for locals and globe-
trotters alike. 

We highlight a few of the top venues here, but, of course, 
there are many more Newport locations to consider. Let an 
on-site wedding coordinator take you for a whirlwind tour 
inside some of the city’s top venues so that you can choose 
your big day’s locale wisely. Each venue featured here excels 
in service and personalization, but the unique setting and 
views will stay in your photos forever. Find one that speaks 
to your true passions and desires.

The ResoRT aT Pelican hill
Luxurious, glamorous and masterfully executed, Pelican 

Hill galas manage to be extraordinary and understated all 
at once. Wedding guests relish a coveted invitation to spend 
a day or evening at this award-winning golf resort that 
emulates an Italian seaside village from its ocean-view bluff.

Architecturally designed with privacy in mind, the resort’s 
freestanding Mar Vista wing affords wedding parties their 
own enclave apart from the hotel. An event lawn, indoor 
ceremony room and terraced ballroom provide all-weather 
options, in addition to the convenience of two bridal lounges 
for spa-style preparations.

Few brides can resist the notion of walking down the 
petal-strewn Event Lawn to meet their groom in front of the 
Italian-style Wedding Rotunda. Fresh, gentle breezes sweep 
across the naturally captivating surroundings that perch 
300 feet above the sea. For cozy celebrations in the cooler 
months, the warm setting of La Capella sets a romantic 
mood for a ceremony or reception, complete with a fireplace, 
wood-beam ceiling and two picture windows that face the 
Pacific Ocean. For receptions on a royal scale, retreat to the 
Mar Vista Ballroom. Just one ballroom wedding per day 
guarantees event exclusivity, lavish décor and a high staff-to-
guest ratio.

New this year, the resort added signature restaurant Andrea 
to its list of ocean-view wedding settings. In a casually chic 
ambiance for 80 guests or less, chef Luca Cesarini treats your 
friends and family to his acclaimed Northern Italian cuisine 
paired with fine wines. Your custom menu may include fresh 
hand-made pastas from the temperature-controlled “Cucina 
della Pasta” and artisan-style gelato made right on site. 
Entertainment, décor and table settings reflect your personal 
taste, whether you choose to settle in on the ocean-view 
veranda, elegant main dining room, private dining room or 
the Andrea bar.

A wedding butler attends to the couple’s big-day needs, 
from transportation to appointments. As your party winds 
down, retire to a two-bedroom, ocean-view villa for the 
night, compliments of the resort. (22701 Pelican Hill Road 
South; 949-467-6800; pelicanhill.com) 

tIe the knot at 
a venUe dreSSed 
Up to SUIt YoUr 
ScheMe, whatever 
YoUr StYLe.
By lisa Marie hart

FaiRmonT newPoRT Beach
In addition to a traditional setting in the Bay Laurel 

Ballroom that sparkles with light from a grand crystal 
chandelier, Fairmont Newport Beach offers couples several 
other atmospheric venues for ceremonies and receptions.

Weddings held in front of the romantic garden 
gazebo—nestled in a private garden amid tropical 
foliage and singing birds—make a graceful transition 
to a lavish reception at the adjoining Orchid Terrace 
where floor-to-ceiling windows and glass walls overlook 
the garden. The light-filled terrace opens onto the lush 
grounds and bubbling fountains for an airy, indoor-
outdoor atmosphere year-round.

When the sun goes down, a warming fire pit lights 
the night in the Bamboo Garden outdoor courtyard. Get 
comfortable in the spacious lounge area for conversations 
by the fire. Depending on the size of your guest list, your on-
site event planner can create a space that ranges from small 
and personal to open and expansive, accommodating up to 
800 people. Upgrade your affair with carved ice sculptures, 
linen chair covers or specialty linens that coordinate with 
your scheme.

Very intimate weddings or rehearsal dinners might hole 
up in the bambú Cellar Room for a private feast off the 
resort’s bambú Restaurant. One wall showcases the hotel’s 
collection of award-winning California wines, a glimpse of 
what’s to come.

Before the big day at Fairmont Newport Beach, check 
in for serious pampering at the Amadeus Spa and Salon. 
Afterward, book a romance package that indulges the 
senses: Champagne, chocolate-covered strawberries, 
breakfast for two and plenty of time to unwind at the 
Palms Pool and poolside cabanas. (4500 MacArthur Blvd.; 
949-476-2001 ; fairmont.com/newportbeach)

The BalBoa Bay cluB & ResoRT
Any bride who envisions crystal chandeliers catching the 

sunlight in an outdoor gazebo or fancies making a grand 
entrance to the ceremony by stepping off a yacht has found 
her venue soulmate. Behind a stately facade along Newport 

the resort at peliCan hill
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landscaped grounds, a host of tailored venues await.
If stunning panoramas of Newport Bay appeal 

to you, head straight for the 360-degree vantage 
point of the Back Bay from inside the Terrace 
Ballroom. Or savor the natural views of the outdoor 
amphitheater. A dramatic enough setting for the 
annual summer jazz concert series, this tiered grass 
gallery for up to 1,100 guests elevates weddings to a 
theatrical scale. Two other popular al fresco options 
are the Terrace Arbor, accented with garden statues, 
and the Plaza Arbor, a pavilion-style covered patio 
with soothing fountains and tropical foliage.

Groups of 100 or less feel at home in one of 
the resort’s more intimate settings. A garden patio 
features a cozy fire pit while a brick walkway 
through the perfumed rose garden leads to an 
enchanted wedding enclave that glitters under 
twinkling lights and cascading vines of wisteria.

On the menu, pick your pleasure. Award-winning 
Executive Chef Felix Nappoly and his creative 
culinary team lay out an impressive presentation 
that incorporates fresh local ingredients and 
regional influences. Choices range from cutting-
edge California cuisine to culturally diverse menus 
that brim with Indian or Kosher specialties.

Harbor, The Balboa Bay Club & Resort makes these 
and other fabulous dreams come true. 

As the only waterfront luxury hotel in Newport 
Beach, the club saved some of its best real estate 
for nautically inspired ceremonies and receptions. 
Larger affairs catch warm sea breezes when they 
spread out on the beachfront lawn. A secluded 
beach backdrop pairs with views of members’ 
esteemed boats bobbing gently in Newport Bay. 
Smaller parties prefer a charming ceremony in a 
hidden garden lawn along the bay. Pull out all the 
stops and request a chiffon-draped canopy with 
fresh floral décor, mahogany Chiavari chairs and 
a decorated gazebo with those crystal chandeliers.

The Balboa Bay Club & Resort exudes 
quintessential California coastal elegance and 
ease from its waterfront locale. Receptions may be 
formal or relaxed, but are always sophisticated. Five 
crystal-and-pearl chandeliers glitter from 18-foot 
ceilings in the Grand Ballroom, where tables set 
with crystal stemware and white china offer a classic, 
neutral canvas for your personal color palette. 
More intimate receptions might take over a private 
bay-front event room with a cozy, residential feel. 
Marble credenzas and soft-lit sconces complement 
French doors that open to a private patio with 
magnificent bay views. 

Call on your on-site wedding coordinator to plan 
the rehearsal dinner and post-wedding brunch, too. 
Manicured lawns, a quiet beach and poolside patios 
add variety to your venue options without leaving 
the property. While traditionally upscale, the resort 
is far from stuffy. Recent requests for casual events 
surrounding the wedding festivities have included 
bayside barbeques, a lobster and clambake to the 
tune of a steel drum band and Hawaiian luaus 
where guests learned to dance the hula. 

Executive Chef Josef Lageder, a native of 
Austria, has wowed many couples with his artistic 
presentations and a gourmet blend of French-
California cuisine. Actively involved in international 
food and wine societies, he cultivates partnerships 
with top ethnic catering companies as well, should 
you have an especially unique request. (1221 West 
Coast Hwy.; 888-445-7153; balboabayclub.com)

Hyatt Regency
California resort style resonates at the casually 

upscale Hyatt Regency. Tucked amidst the resort’s 
tennis club, par-3 golf course and 26 acres of 

For ultimate one-stop convenience, ceremonies 
are never an afterthought at the Hyatt Regency. Opt 
for a modern, in-the-round set up or traditional 
chapel-style seating. More than 400 guest rooms, 
valet parking for your guests and the signature Spa 
by the Sea round out the offerings. (1107 Jamboree 
Rd.; 949-729-1234; newportbeach.hyatt.com)

newpoRt Dunes
From surfer bros to ball gown brides, 

anyone who has dreamed of a toes-in-the-sand 
celebration eventually finds Newport Dunes. 
Explore the resort’s 110-acre property, set on a 
horseshoe-shaped lagoon, to discover 16 private 
event spaces, each with their own unique view of 
the Back Bay. Cabanas, gardens, pavilions and a 
terrace are just the start. Newport Dunes makes 
it easy and convenient to host a beachfront 
ceremony, with an on-site marina to boot. Say 
your vows on the sand, then stroll just a few 
steps to an adjacent reception site decked out 
with dining tables, a dance floor and ambient 
lighting. Sunset ceremonies at the water’s-
edge gazebo are also popular for the dramatic 
backdrop and unparalleled photo opportunities. 

Hyatt Regency

tHe boweRs museum Offering a wedding march aisle through its Mission-style courtyard beneath twinkling lights and surrounded by 
magnificent gardens, the Bowers Museum in nearby Santa ana is an optimum setting for a romantic wedding outdoors (an ultra-modern indoor 
space is also available for weddings held in colder months or for those who want to escape the summer heat). the museum’s attentive staff 
and exquisite catering by Patina group helo ensure a reception in the adjacent John M. Lee court is nothing short of perfect, from the beautiful 
backdrop to dinner to dancing. (the Bowers Museum, 2002 n. Main St., Santa ana; 714-567-3623; bowers.org)
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Couples nervous about the weather find peace of 
mind with a variety of indoor, tented and open-
air event options on site. The resort’s Back Bay 
Bistro restaurant even features a retractable roof 
for day-to-night flexibility. One recent couple 
started their first dance just as the roof rolled 
back to reveal the evening stars.

These reasonably priced venues combine 
casual elegance along the shore with a staff that 
prides themselves bending over backwards to 
accommodate special requests. Menus cover 
the gamut, from sushi stations to a Champagne 
brunch. Your guests who crave more time on 
the waterfront can take in summer movies and 
concerts on the sand when they stay in one of the 
resort’s 24 beachfront cottages. (1131 Back Bay Dr.; 
949-729-3800; newportdunesspecialevents.com) 

Whether you choose to settle in at one resort, 
or take in several settings during your big day of 
events, the top-notch wedding pros at Newport 
Beach venues will be at the ready to make your 
experience both unique and hassle-free. Be sure to 
negotiate a discounted block of rooms for guests, 
as well as a posh suite for yourselves. And once 
you have booked your ideal wedding location 
(the sooner the better, especially for summer 
celebrations), consider adding a few festivities 
around the big day to ensure additional time 
with guests. Out-of-towners always appreciate a 
mini golf tournament, sunset sail or an invitation 
to join you for a day at the spa. Even something as 
simple as a catered beach picnic allows everyone 
time to mingle and reminisce. When in doubt, 
choose locations and activities that feel true 
to you both and are so enjoyable you feel as if 
you’ve already started the honeymoon. NBM

BALBOA BAY CLUB

Surf & Sand Resort is the perfect place 

for your wedding. With scenic oceanfront 

views, unique ballrooms and award 

winning cuisine, we are sure you will agree 

this is the perfect setting for the day 

you’ve been dreaming of!

ADORE I DO

(949) 497.4477     1555 S. COAST HIGHWAY, LAGUNA BEACH, CALIFORNIA     SURFANDSANDRESORT.COM

JOB #:  JCR 3621         INSERTION ORDER #:
AD TITLE: SSR Wedding ad 
PUBLICATION: Newport Beach Mag   INSERTION DATE: May/June 2012
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The 
Flower 
STreeTS
corona del mar’s village provides an 
intimate haven for families. 
By Somer FlaherTy  | PhoToS By Jody Tiongco

Newport's 
Habitat

With most homes just blocks (or less) from the beach, cafés and restaurants, 
and boutiques, CdM’s flower streets neighborhood—or “The Village,” as locals call 
it—runs on either side of PCH from Avocado to Hazel, and has all the convenience 
of downtown living with the appeal of a small-town, close-knit community vibe.  
It’s the type of friendly neighborhood where shop owners like Kirsten Prosser of 
On Que Style offer nearby restaurant recommendations to shoppers while helping 
them decide between Gucci and DVF frocks, and where the baristas at Rose Café 
greet you by name and open at 5 a.m. each day to serve the pre-dawn workforce 
with coffee and just-the-way-you-like-it breakfast burritos.
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When Dan and Jean Ardell serendipitously 
followed a lead from a broker at an open house to 
check out a home with a great canyon view, they 
knew within minutes they had something special. 
Jean’s love affair with Corona del Mar began in the 
’60s when she first lived in the area. “I moved away 
but came back in 1990 with my husband. When I 
walked into this house, we wanted it right away.”

Set on the edge of the flower streets, the home 
was different than the others. Houses here are often 
small affairs, with even smaller outdoor offerings. 
But the Ardells’ upper Hazel home is reminiscent 
of a country ranch abode, with its own version of 
the “white picket fence,” Southern-style shutters, 

mature trees and a large backyard with enough 
space for a game of croquet and even a train set.

Jean, a writer and best-selling author, and Dan, a 
former professional baseball player, appreciated the 
views, the canyon microclimate and rare space, but 
proximity to local offerings was also a draw—it’s 
city living with a country, open space feel, they say.

Originally a mid-century single-story dwelling, 
the house has been updated with an extra 600 
square feet that includes a game room, separate 
dining room and expanded kitchen. Jean spends 
time reading in her own personal haven—a 
bedroom window seat, which transforms into a 
living mural by day when it filters in the soft palette 

of the nature outside. The living room has exposed 
wood beam ceilings, a shabby chic brick fireplace 
flanked by rows of books and ample seating room.

The couple enjoys hosting dinner parties that fill 
the tomato-red dining room (a color Jean calls an 
instant party) or spill out into the backyard. 

With their last child away at college, the couple 
says their neighborhood also provides great 
company. Jean fondly recalls the area’s annual 
summer block party, where the street is closed off 
and neighbors bring dishes for a potluck. They have 
also gotten together to host progressive dinners, 
with each meal offered at a different home.  Jean 
says, “It’s just a really great neighborhood.”

Country-Style living

FAMILY FACTS: 
Jean and Dan ardell 
DaY JobS: Jean is 
a writer and Dan is a 
former professional 
baseball player who 
is now in real estate.
Space: 2,200 
square feet.
tIMeLIne: the 
house was built in 
1955 and remodeled 
in 1998.
FabULoUS 
FeatUre: the 
backyard—complete 
with a roaring 
train set and mock 
cityscape.
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Before moving to Goldenrod Avenue, 
Jack and Camie Flynn were living in a 
converted warehouse that doubled as an art 
gallery. The lease on the property was coming 
to an end, the place wasn’t comfortable for the 
dogs and Camie didn’t exactly have a kitchen 
to cook in. “We drove up and down every street 
in the area, hoping to find someone that knew 
someone in the area who could recommend a 
place,” Jack says.

“My wife came across the house for rent, and it 
turns out that the landlords lived right next door. 
The landlord wanted to meet us and our dogs 

before signing a lease, so we had a talk with our 
dogs and said, ‘don’t blow this for us,’ ” he says.

The couple’s shelter dogs Max and Sam behaved 
perfectly, and in the three years since, the family 
has become ensconced in the neighborhood. 
From their front porch, only partially hidden 
from the street by perfectly planted horsetail, 
they’ve seen neighbors’ kids grow up and couples 
add to their brood. “We chase the sun, starting 
out with a cup of coffee in the morning on the 
front porch and transferring to the back for a 
glass of wine in the evening,” Jack says.

The 1950s single-story dwelling was built off 

site and trucked to its flower street location, 
where it’s remained ever since. Structurally, the 
owners built an addition before Jack and Camie 
moved in, but the real changes came as a result of 
the couple’s design renovation. 

“I’d call it comfortably eclectic,” says Jack of 
the home’s interior style. Like a perfectly curated 
gallery space, they have incorporated well 
thought out flea market finds like antique bread-
baking pans turned garden plant holders and a 
former medical examination table turned office 
desk, along with well-chosen retail finds, such as 
the industrial dining room table from CB2. 

Easy EntErtaining

FAMILY FACTS: 
Jack and camie 
Flynn, and two 
rescue dogs, sam 
and max
DAY JoBs: Jack is 
a restaurateur and 
owns the chuck 
Wagon, a 1971 
vintage Airstream 
converted to a food 
trailer for catering; 
camie is a teacher.
sPAce: 1,100 
square feet, three 
bedrooms, two 
baths.
timeLines: Built 
in the 1950s but 
remodeled before 
the couple moved in.
FABULoUs 
FeAtURe: the 
(useable!) front 
porch, landscaped 
by the couple with 
enough seating to 
entertain.
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For Brad and Jana Grover, life on the 
flower streets with their two children is blissful. 
Jana says living here doesn’t feel like suburbia—she 
loves that the homes here are walking distance to 
shopping and dining, and it’s liberating for residents 
to live in a bustling space that is still family oriented. 
The family spends time together strolling the 
neighborhood with stops at their favorite haunts 
like Thai Del Mar for takeout and the Corona del 
Mar farmers market on Saturdays.

Taking advantage of Orange County’s sunny 
skies, the Grovers, like most residents in the 

neighborhood, also use what little outdoor space 
they have to incorporate entertaining areas on 
decks, balconies and even the most narrow side 
yard. Inside, stylish furniture in each room and a 
picture-perfect kitchen make it easy to focus on 
enjoying their surroundings, which offers respite 
from their busy schedules. 

For Jana, one of her favorite rooms is the nursery: 
The eye-catching, sunset colors of the walls is right 
in line with the rest of the couple’s beachside 
palette. “We had fun designing the nursery and 
spent months on it,” she says. “My husband Brad 

had a Billabong shirt that had four different stripes 
on it: brown, red, orange and yellow. The shirt gave 
us the inspiration to paint a thick band of the colors 
across part of the walls. It makes the room very 
happy and bright.”

The home is warm and inviting, and the family 
spends most of their time in the great room, which 
is connected to the kitchen, and makes for a great 
entertaining spot. But Jana says being able to enjoy 
both the indoors and outdoors is what the family 
loves the most about their neighborhood. She says, 
“I wouldn’t want to be anywhere else.” NBM

Family Fun

FAMILY FACTS: 
Jana, brad, taj 
(2) and baby Jax 
Grover, and cookie 
the cat 
DaY JobS: Jana is a 
busy mom and brad 
is the president of a 
global information 
technology 
company.
Space: 1,600 
square feet, three 
bedrooms, two 
baths.
tIMeLIne: built in 
1968, purchased in 
2002.
FabULoUS 
FeatUre: open 
great room where 
the couple cooks 
dinner together and 
the kids still have 
room to play.
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Whenever anyone finds out that I  
grew up in San Francisco, I’m asked one of two 
things: “Really, there are houses there?” Or, 
“Do you have any recommendations for our 
next visit?” My answers to both questions are 
always: “Yes.”

The following are my off-the-beaten 
track must-do’s—no admission required—
for anyone looking for a good time in San 
Francisco. Regarding the first question, I have 
two words for you: “Full House.”

Must See
Adolph Sutro was a wealthy former mayor 

of San Francisco in the late 1800s. His dream? 
To build the largest indoor swimming pool 
establishment, complete with seven pools, 
each varying in temperature. The location 
he chose was a beautiful, small beach inlet 
nestled beneath the now-famous Cliff House 
on the most western coast of the city. Tragically 
(and quite suspiciously), a fire destroyed this 
financially-challenged establishment in 1966, 

and all that remains are its eerie, picturesque 
ruins, and an infamous, unsigned replica of a 
painting that depicts the extravagance of what 
once was (sutrobaths.com).

Must Experience
In the heart of Chinatown sits a hidden gold 

mine down Ross Alley. While there is no legible 
sign on the door, the Golden Gate Fortune 
Cookie Factory can be found simply by 
following your nose (sanfranciscochinatown.

Go Native
A San Francisco native offers an insider’s view of where to stay, play and  

dine while visiting the City by the Bay. 
By CyNthiA P. JeNkiNS

ferry building

NB
trAvel
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sutro baths musee mechanique

com). In back of the narrow shop sit several 
Chinese men and women, carefully molding soft 
dough into what we’ve all come to know as the 
auspicious end to a Chinese meal. Don’t forget 
to ask for free chocolate samples, and snap their 
photo for 50 cents. That may be the only time 
you see them smile.

Must Walk
Every other travel article will tell you to go 

to the Ferry Building, which I, too, encourage 
you to do (ferrybuildingmarketplace.com). 
However, when you’re done with all that 
coffee spilling and crowd pushing, walk out 
the back and sneak onto the promenade, lined 
in a wrought iron railing with flowers, that 
will guide you along the water all the way to 
Fisherman’s Wharf on foot. You may even have 
it all to yourself.

Must Laugh
Musee Mechanique is located on Pier 

45, at the west end of Fisherman’s Wharf 
(museemechanique.org). Once you walk inside, 
you will be taken back to the turn of last century 
with one of the world’s largest privately-owned 
collections of coin-operated antique arcade 
games and musical instruments that still work. 
The museum also boasts one of the most famous 
automated funhouse characters, Laffing Sal, who, 
with a clink of two quarters, will laugh your  
socks off.

Must Ride
While I realize public transportation can make 

some people’s lips pucker, MUNI (AKA: “the 
bus”) is really the best way to get around (sfmta.
com). Heck, I even took one to prom. MUNI runs 
seven days a week, 24 hours a day. And with more 

by the bay
Located south of san Francisco, 

the waterfront town of monterey bay 
offers an array of land- and sea-based 
adventures and attractions. make a 
detour as you travel up california’s 
scenic coast to enjoy some of the best 
monterey has to offer. 

Where to Stay
With breathtaking views of the bay, 

Portola hotel & spa features an on-site 
spa, newly renovated guest rooms and 
an ideal location for visiting monterey’s 
unique shopping, fine dining, coastal 
trails and beaches. (portolahotel.com)

Located on the water’s edge along 
historic cannery row, monterey Plaza 
hotel & spa welcomes guests with its 
elegant european architecture and 
sweeping coastal views of the Pacific. 
(montereyplazahotel.com)

in the heart of downtown monterey, 
you’ll find the spanish-style hotel 
Pacific, which offers luxury all-suite 
accommodations for a romantic getaway 
or family vacation. (hotelpacific.com)

Where to Play
indulge your adventurous spirit 

on cannery row, monterey’s historic 
waterfront district made famous by 
John steinbeck. (canneryrow.com)

at the end of cannery row, pay a 
visit to the monterey bay aquarium—
home to thousands of plants and 
animals that provide visitors with a 
window into the wonders of the ocean. 
(montereybayaquarium.org)

For those looking to whale watch 
at any time of year, you can depart 
from Fisherman’s Wharf on a tour 
with the monterey bay Whale Watch. 
(montereybaywhalewatch.com)

Where to Dine
take a walk along Fisherman’s 

Wharf for an array of the finest 
seafood monterey has to offer, and 
get a dining experience with a view 
to boot. (montereywharf.com) 

Featuring handcrafted beer 
brewed on site, Peter b’s brewpub 
at Portola hotel & spa offers a 
friendly atmosphere and monthly 
brewmaster’s dinners with multi-
course beer pairings.
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than 80 different stops around the city, you’re 
sure to be dropped off at least within two blocks 
of wherever you want to go—all for a measly two 
bucks.

Must Buy
Sure, Giants hats and Golden Gate Bridge 

key chains make great gifts for the house sitter, 
the dog walker, or whomever you’ve tasked 
with holding down the fort while you’re in San 
Francisco, but wouldn’t it be great to give thanks 
with the very sourdough bread that put San 
Francisco on the culinary map? Boudin Bakery 
on 10th and Geary—the one that actually bakes 
all of the city’s Boudin sourdough—opens at 6 
a.m. Get there before the trucks do, and grab a 
piping hot baguette … it may still be warm by the 
time you get home.

Must Stay
Personally, I stay at my parents’ house, but 

let me tell you where we put everyone else. 
The Chancellor Hotel, located in the heart of 
Union Square and recently renovated, has a 
great bar and lobby, and rooms are under $200 
(chancellorhotel.com). For those folks who 
are a little more discriminating, Hotel Vitale, a 
boutique hotel on the waterfront, has an even 
better bar and lobby (hotelvitale.com), and The 
St. Regis San Francisco (starwoodhotels.com) 
offers luxury accommodations in the heart of 

the SOMA district. Rooms here are over $200. 
For those guests who like airline pilots, Parc 55 
Wyndham is the place for them, which is where 
the entire fleet of United stays in between flights 
(parc55hotel.com). Go ahead, ask me how I 
know that. 

Must Eat
Since I’ve usually blown my daily calorie intake 

after the Golden Gate Fortune Cookie Factory, 
I am not the expert in this category. Lucky for 
you, however, I went to high school with one 
of SF Weekly’s hottest restaurant critics, Alex 
Hochman, AKA: Urban Stomach.

Breakfast: “Brenda’s French Soul Food is a 
temple of all things brunch from the bayou,” Alex 
says (frenchsoulfood.com). “Every table orders 
at least one order of beignets (go for the gooey 
chocolate variety), fried to order … nothing 
better.” 

Lunch: “Wo Hing General Store is the newest 
entry from notable San Francisco restaurateur 
Charles Phan, best known for Slanted Door. This 
is no typical Chinese dive, mind you. In fact, Wo 
Hing General Store was recently named one of 
the 10 sexiest new restaurants in America by 
Details magazine.” (wohinggeneralstore.com)

Dinner: Original Joe’s. I actually could 
have answered this one (originaljoessf.com). 
The original Original Joe’s, a San Francisco 
institution, was brought down by a fire more 
than five years ago. But rather than reopening in 
its old seedy location, Joe’s took a prime corner in 
North Beach. “A humongous platter of eggplant 
Parmesan and good old-fashioned calf ’s liver 
and onions are must-orders,” according to Alex. 
Personally, I always get the linguini with clams.

My final bit of advice to you is this: To misquote 
Mark Twain*, “the coldest winter I ever spent was 
summers in San Francisco,” so be sure to bring 
a coat. (* He actually said this about Paris.) NBM

hotel vitale

boudin bakery

brenda’s french soul food

NB
travel
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Specializes in  

Historical Homes,  

Additions  

and New Construction.

“If you can Dream it – I can Build it”

“It all starts with a Good Plan”

Custom Designs are all hand  
drawn by Julie

Julie@JulieLaughton.com  
www.JulieLaughton.com

Cell – 714-305-2861 | Fax – 949-546-0829
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On the following pages, we bring you a special section, 
which highlights some of the nicest neighborhoods and most 
spectacular homes on the market today. All of the properties are 
represented by Orange County’s top Realtors and real estate agents, 
dedicated to sharing their extensive knowledge and providing 
exemplary customer service.

REAl ESTATE

    Showcase

Take a Tour Through some of 
newporT’s mosT magnificenT homes

Pictured on this page:
Address: 6 Royal St. George Rd., Newport Beach

Offering Price: $7,495,000
Agent: Inge Bunn, HÔM Sotheby’s International Realty
Contact Info: 949-500-6462; ibunn@homgroup.com



Tim Smith  
949-717-4711

CA DRE # 01346878 
tim@timsmithgroup.com 

Coldwell Banker Previews International 

www.smithgrouprealestate.com  

Who You Work With Matters

#1 Coldwell Banker Previews International Team from Orange County to the Desert for the Third Straight Year

Price: $4,499,000
Pelican Heights 5 bed, 6 bath estate 
includes ocean views and an abundance 
of amenities.

6 Via Burrone, newport Coast

Price: $3,995,000
Fabulous 4 bed, 5 bath newly constructed 
home just one block from the ocean.

223 poinsettia, Corona del Mar

Price: $4,199,000
Charming 5 bed, 7 bath home on private 
lot with pool, spa and ocean views.

 2 san seBastian, newport BeaCh

Price: $3,995,000
Stunning one-of-a-kind private estate with 
180-degree panoramic white water views.

360 upland, laguna BeaCh

Price: $1,899,000
Stunning family-friendly entertainer’s 4 
bed, 4 bath home plus office and den 
built in 2004.

     2520 23rd street, newport BeaCh

©2012 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker®, Previews®, and Coldwell Banker Previews International® are registered trademarks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company. Equal Housing Opportunity.  
Owned And Operated By NRT LLC. Broker does not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or other information concerning the condition or features of property provided by seller or obtained from public records or other sources, and the buyer 
is advised to independently verify the accuracy of that information through personal inspection and with appropriate professionals.

Price: $7,750,000
Grand 6 bed, 7 bath elegant estate in 
Pelican Crest with panoramic ocean views.

3 island Vista, newport Coast



30 Pelican Point Drive  |  Newport Coast
4 bedrooms, 7 baths  |  $8,499,000

Mediterranean style Pelican Point home, oceanfront views, approximately 
14,177 square foot lot, backyard entertainment area, 7 car subterranean garage.

1220 West Bay Avenue  |  Newport Beach
4 bedrooms, 7 baths  |  $12,900,000

Minimalist contemporary style is fused with 1930s Spanish Colonial Revival architecture in this Balboa Peninsula bay front estate home. Two buildable lots totaling 
approximately 100 feet of frontage, swimming pool, harbor views, approximately 5,000 square feet, and huge pier and slip can accommodate up to 3 large boats.

4639 Camden Drive  |  Corona del Mar
4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths  |  $5,895,000

This gorgeous Cameo Shores custom home has stunning panoramic coastal 
and Catalina Island views. Open floor plan with private beach access.

OC PREMIER HOMES
PRESENTED BY EVAN CORKETT AND STEVE HIGH

Evan Corkett & Steve High

949.640.3685  |  Evan.Corkett@camoves.com  |  949.640.3603  |  Steve.High@camoves.com

©2012 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker®, Previews®, and Coldwell Banker Previews International® are registered trademarks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity 
Company. Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned And Operated By NRT LLC. Broker does not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or other information concerning the condition or features of property 
provided by seller or obtained from public records or other sources, and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of that information through personal inspection and with appropriate professionals.



Henderson Talbot, Previews Founder Circa 1933

HI S T ORY I S  T H E DI F F E R E N C E
In 1933, Henderson Talbot redefi ned luxury real estate marketing by capturing the most prized estate homes on fi lm 

for affl uent buyers to preview as cinema. More than 80 years later, Coldwell Banker Previews International®

continues to set the benchmark for innovation and represents the fi nest estates in California.

COLDWELLBANKERPREVIEWS.COM
© 2012 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. A Realogy Company. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. 

Each Offi ce is Independently Owned and Operated. Except Offi ces Owned and Operated by NRT LLC. Coldwell Banker®, the Coldwell Banker Logo and Coldwell Banker Previews International®, 
the Previews' Logo, and “We Never Stop Moving®” and “Dedicated to Luxury Real EstateSM” are registered and unregistered service marks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.
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Newport Beach, California
4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths

$2,699,000

Represented by Georgina Jacobson
949.285.8380  |  georginajacobson.com



Newport Coast, California
4 bedrooms, 5.5 baths
$4,700,000

Represented by
Susan Scanlan  |  949.500.5005
Darcy Ricci  |  949.466.8334

Irvine, California
6 bedrooms, 9 baths

$2,988,000

Represented by Jeff Ewing
949.275.0022  |  jeffrewing@coldwellbanker.com

Cota de Caza, California
6 bedrooms, 9 baths
$5,999,000

Represented by Tim Smith
949.717.4711  |  smithgrouprealestate.com

COLDWELLBANKERPREVIEWS.COM



Beverly Hills, California
5 bedrooms, 7 baths
$3,995,000

Represented by Ginger Glass
310.927.9307  |  gingerglass.net

Newport Beach, California
5 bedrooms, 5 baths
$2,895,000

Represented by 
Steve Sutherlen  |  949.351.3472
Kathleen Ellis  |  949.278.2708

Pacific Palisades, California
6 bedrooms, 9 baths

$9,399,000

Represented by Joyce Rey
310.285.7529  |  joycerey.com

COLDWELLBANKERPREVIEWS.COM
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Corona del Mar, California
4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths

$5,895,000

Represented by Evan Corkett and Steve High
949.640.3685  |  ocphomes.com
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TasTe of  
The Town

Greenleaf Gourmet Chopshop has come 
to Orange County and brought a 
marketplace and wine bar along with 

it. The Costa Mesa restaurant is the largest of 
three locations and is a one-stop shop for meals, 
after-work drinks and organic treats on the go. 
Both Patina alumni, owner Jonathan Rollo and 
Executive Chef Kristi Ritchey are committed 
to serving fresh, organic and local dishes that 
embrace a healthy lifestyle without sacrificing 
flavor. Known for specialty salads such as the 
antioxidant orchard salad and lemongrass 
chicken salad, Greenleaf also offers heartier 
options such as the grilled chicken panini with 
avocado pesto on focaccia or turkey melt on 
pretzel bread, which will fill you up without 
putting you in a food coma. Sides such as grilled 
vegetable pasta or quinoa salad round out a 
satisfying and healthy lunch. The restaurant 
features a dog-friendly patio and a garden 
installed by Newport-based Harvest to Home. 
Throughout summer, Harvest to Home owner 
Mike Saraylian will teach gardening classes for 
kids aged 7 - 13, focusing on the benefits of 
growing and eating organic foods (for details 
call 949-873-5400). Greenleaf also plans to use 
produce grown in the garden in the restaurant 
and marketplace. (234 E. 17th St., Costa Mesa; 
949-200-3950; greenleafchopshop.com)

So FreSh and 
So Green 

AntioxidAnt orchArd sAlAd

   



At Las Brisas, �   only thing 
we overlook is the Ocean.
Offering breathtaking views of the Pacific Ocean, Las Brisas is proud to serve the freshest 

seafood, exclusive offerings of wine & margaritas, and authentic cuisine of the Mexican Riviera.

361 Cliff Drive  |  Laguna Beach

949.497.5434  |  lasbrisaslagunabeach.com
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The Crow Bar and Kitchen isn’t the type 
of place you’ll come across often—or anywhere 
else for that matter. Located in charming Corona 
del Mar, the gastropub features an approach to 
cuisine matched by the finest restaurants—local, 
seasonal produce; all natural, free-range meat; 
sustainable seafood and everything made from 
scratch—but without the white tablecloths and 
pretention. True to its gastropub designation, 
Crow Bar offers an inviting and laid-back 
atmosphere where James Beard-nominated chef 
John Cuevas has freedom to play and experiment. 

Crow Bar recently became the first Green 
Restaurant in Orange County certified by the 
Green Restaurant Association. Chef John also 
unveiled a new menu, which includes a rice 
paper summer roll (with marinated cucumber, 

avocado, mango, baby parsley, house-made Thai 
chili sauce and lemon oil), dry aged New York 
tar-tar (with piquillo peppers, cornichon and a 
poached quail egg), barbecue pork belly sliders 
(with cucumber slaw and pickled carrots), 
good old fish and chips (made with 6 ounces of 
salmon, beer/tomato tempura and served with 
house-made tartar sauce), blackened chicken 
paillard (made with half a Mary’s chicken with 
grilled romaine, sour apples and buttermilk), 
plus many other dishes.

One of the highlights of Crow Bar is the drink 
menu, which features 24 craft beers on tap, 26 
in bottles and a wine program that has won 
three consecutive awards from Wine Spectator 
magazine in categories such as notoriety and 
significant value. Stop by from 3 – 7 p.m. daily 

for social hour, which includes food and drink 
specials. Crow Bar is also gaining a reputation 
for its weekend brunch, offering a killer breakfast 
burrito, a variety of specialty breads and all the 
breakfast favorites, such as flapjacks, omelets, 
flank steak and eggs, and more. 

Whatever you do, don’t skip dessert when you 
dine at Crow Bar! The gelato and sorbet are great, 
but the stars are the chef ’s hand-made, gourmet 
takes on favorites from our childhood like the 
‘crow’ kit kat bar made with chocolate ganache, 
chocolate wafer and graham cracker caramel, or 
the zzzzinger featuring raspberry, coconut and 
pistachio cream.

Stop back regularly, as the specials and menu 
items change with the seasons, customer wishes 
and the chef ’s whim! NBM

A Local Gathering Place
the crow Bar and Kitchen beckons all with its singular gastropub cuisine and extensive beer menu. 

By Micaela Myers | Photos By BoB hodson

NB eats
cheap & chic

the crow Bar and Kitchen, 2325 e. coast hwy.; 949-675-0070; crowbarcdm.com

BarBecue PorK Belly sliderssuMMer roll
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TRUE FOOD KITCHEN

Celebrate Summer like a VIP with one of our Private, 
Oceanfront Indoor/Outdoor Cabana Packages

Coastal Comfort 
  • Cabana for 10, 11am-8pm
  • Private Cabana Deck with Beach Access
  • Private VIP Cabana Host
  • 2 Pitchers of Specialty Cocktails
  • 2 Catered Platters
  • Total Cost: $450

Laguna Luxury 
  • Cabana for 10, 11am-8pm
  • Private Cabana Deck with Beach Access
  • Private VIP Cabana Host
  • Bottle Service, 1 bottle included in package
  • 2 Catered Platters
  • Total Cost: $650

VIP View 
  • Cabana for 10, 11am-8pm 
  • Private Cabana Deck with Beach Access
  • Private VIP Cabana Host
  • Bottle Service, 1 bottle included in package
  • Case of Beer on Ice
  • 4 Catered Platters
  • Total Cost: $950

Contact our VIP Cabana Sales Host at 949.281.5720  
or PacificEdgeEvents@PacificEdgeHotel.com
Enjoy oceanfront living for the day!

VIP Summer Celebration@@@

647 South Coast Highway Laguna Beach, CA 92651
949.281.5720 pacificedgehotel.com

PACIFIC EDGE HOTEL On LAGunA BEACH IS A JOIE DE VIVRE HOTEL

Follow Pacific Edge Hotel 
on Facebook and Twitter

Hotels and Resorts
ANDREA
The Resort at Pelican Hill, 22701 Pelican Hill Rd. 
South; 800-820-6800; pelicanhill.com 
FIRST CABIN RESTAURANT
The Balboa Bay Club, 1221 W. Coast Hwy.;  949-
630-4145; balboabayclub.com
THE CALIFORNIAN
 The Hyatt Regency, 21500 Pacific Coast
Hwy., Huntington Beach; 714-845-4776; 
huntingtonbeach.hyatt.com 
PALM TERRACE
 The Island Hotel, 690 Newport Center Dr., 
949-760-4920; theislandhotel.com 
RAYA
The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel, 1 Ritz Carlton 
Dr., Dana Point; 949-240-2000; ritzcarlton.com
SAM & HARRY’S
Marriott Newport Beach, 900 Newport Center 
Dr.; 949-640-4000; samandharrysnb.com 
STONEHILL TAVERN
The St. Regis Monarch Beach, 1 Monarch Beach 
Resort, Dana Point; 949-234-3200; stregismb.com

STUDIO
Montage Laguna Beach, 
30801 S. Coast Hwy., Laguna Beach; 
949-715-6420
studiolagunabeach.com 

Newport Center/Fashion Island
BRASSERIE PASCAL
327 Newport Center Dr.
949-640-2700; French75.net
CANALETTO RISTORANTE VENETO
545 Newport Center Dr.
949-640-0900; ilfornaio.com 
FLEMING’S PRIME STEAKHOUSE & WINE BAR
455 Newport Center Dr.
949-720-9633
flemingssteakhouse.com 
MARIPOSA RESTAURANT 
Neiman Marcus, 601 Newport Center Dr.; 
949-467-3350
MULDOON’S IRISH PUB
Newport Center Dr.; 
949-640-4110; muldoonspub.com

   

TasTe of The Town
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Those who frequent Laguna Beach’s 
beloved seaside Mozambique Steakhouse need 
not travel far now to experience the scintillating 
island cuisine. 

The restaurant’s owner, Durban native Ivan 
Spiers, has opened a fast-casual version of his 
Laguna hot spot in nearby Newport Beach.

Tucked in The Bluffs shopping center, 
Mozambique Peri-Peri offers the same sweet 
and peppery dishes of the original restaurant, 
with a few additions like a South African burrito 
(stuffed with a variety of veggies and meat of 
your choice, along with fries and abundant 
spices!), in a less formal setting—it’s the perfect 
place to grab a bite between errands, during the 
work day, dinner with the family, or even post-
workout (that’s right, no stilettos required at this 
location, ladies). 

Featuring the same high-quality cuisine at 
more modest prices, a warm atmosphere with 
three flat-screen TVs, and a wait staff that will 
have your glass refilled before you even realize it’s 
empty, Peri-Peri is a “step above” the typical fast 
dining approach, says Ivan’s right-hand woman 
Shannon Mattracks.

Known as the Birdseye Chili, the spicy peri peri 
pepper (pili pili is Swahili for “pepper pepper”) 
got its name from the sound the birds made as 
they picked at the tiny peppers and dropped their 
seeds. The restaurant’s signature peri peri sauce 
is a mixture of the peppers, garlic, lemon juice, 
salt, olive oil and other “special seasonings.” 

Complimentary to most peri peri marinated 
dishes (all sauces are homemade by the company’s 
personal spice company) including wood-fired 
fresh fish, prawns and the most sought-after dish 

by visiting South Africans—Boerewors sausage, 
topped with tomato bredie and seasoned fries—the 
restaurant serves up a tasty Tusker brew from South 
Africa and a light, delicious Pinotage wine blend. 

Most dishes, from appetizers to main entrées, 
are rich with flavor but aren’t too heavy, which 
makes for a pleasant multi-course meal that 
leaves you still feeling light and healthy—and 
possibly with room for dessert. I recommend the 
triple chocolate mousse torte, topped with fresh 
berries and a delicate pouring of perfectly not-
too-sweet chocolate sauce.

Happy hour is offered daily from 3 to 6 p.m.,  
featuring refreshing $2 beers and $3 wines, and 
from 4 to 7 p.m., a small menu of lighter bites at 
even friendlier prices is offered. Try the Peppadrop 
shrimp tomatillo, veggie bites or Peri Peri chicken  
wings. NBM

A Taste of Mozambique
Laguna’s savory south African cuisine sails to newport Beach. 

By ASHLEy BREEDING

NB eats
cheap & chic

Mozambique Peri-Peri, 1332 Bison Ave.; 949-718-0956;mozambiqueperiperi.com 
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Concerts  •  Sporting Events  •  Theater 

Private Parties  •  Dinner 

Wine Tastings  •  Galas  •  Lunch 

Golf Outings  •  Doctor Visits  

Long Distance Trips 

Corporate Events

949.283.0863
yourcarourdriver.com

YOU DrinkinG anD DriVinG

D.U.i. & up to $20,000

Suspended License 
for up to 24 months

Loss of Job 

vs.

YOUr Car OUr DriVEr
$120 for 3 hrs. 
(Most days)

$200 for 5 hrs. 
(Saturday after 5pm)

The physical and emotional cost 
to victims of a DUi is immeasurable.

What can be measured is :

Our clients don’t drink and drive.
i invite you to become

one of them.
- JOSEF WOJTkOW 

CEO

Properly Licensed, Bonded & insured. rates are all inclusive.

The Summer SeaSonS 
seasons 52, the acclaimed fresh grill and 

wine bar restaurant at south coast plaza, 
recently kicked off its summer menu, which 
features piedmontese all-natural bone-in strip 

steak, chilled lobster and shrimp spring 
rolls, grilled jumbo shrimp cavatappi 
pasta, summer vegetarian tasting and 
more.  the restaurant changes its menu 

four times a year and offers weekly fresh 
features to capture the flavors of the season. 
nothing on the menu is more than 475 calories, 
from the signature flatbreads and appetizers, 
to all entrees and the popular Mini Indulgence 
desserts. (3333 bristol st., ste. #2802, costa 
Mesa; 714-437-5252; seasons52.com)

   

TasTe of The Town

R+D Kitchen 
555 Newport Center Dr. 
949-219-0555; hillstone.com
taco Rosa 
2632 San Miguel Rd. 
949-720-0980;  
tacorosa.com
the Ritz RestauRant & GaRDen 
880 Newport Center Dr. 
949-720-1800; ritzrestaurant.com
tRue FooD Kitchen 
451 Newport Center Dr. 
949-644-2400; truefoodkitchen.com
Wahoo’s Fish tacos 
1091 Newport Center Dr. 
949-760-0290; wahoos.com
YaRD house 
849 Newport Center Dr. 
949-640-9273; yardhouse.com

Newport Coast/Crystal Cove
BeachcomBeR caFe 
15 Crystal Cove; 949-376-6900; 
thebeachcombercafe.com
BlueFin Fine Japanese cuisine 
7952 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-7373; 
bluefinbyabe.com
JavieR’s 
7832 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-1239;  
javiers-cantina.com
mastRo’s ocean cluB Fish house 
8112 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-376-6990; 
mastrosrestaurants.com
tamaRinD oF lonDon
7862 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-8338; 
tamarindrestaurant.com.

zov’s caFé BaKeRY & BaR 
21123 Newport Coast Dr. 
949-760-9687; zovs.com

Balboa Peninsula
21 oceanFRont 
2100 W. Oceanfront 
949-673-2100; 21oceanfront.com
auRoRa meDiteRRanean RestauRant 
2307 Balboa Blvd. 
 949-642-1073 
avila’s el Ranchito 
2800 Newport Blvd. 
949-675-6855; avilaselranchito.net 
BlueWateR GRill 
630 Lido Park Dr. 
949-675-3474; bluewatergrill.com
BuDDha’s FavoRite 
634 Lido Park Dr. 
949-723-4203; buddhasfavorite.com 
chaRlie’s chili 
102 McFadden Place 
949-675-7991;  
charlies-chili.com
commonWealth lounGe & GRill  
2406 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-4444; 
commonwealthlounge.com 
cRaB cooKeR 
2200 Newport Blvd.; 949-673-0100, 
crabcooker.com 
malaRKY’s iRish puB 
3011 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-2340; 
malarkysirishpub.com 
mama D’s italian Kitchen 
3012 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-6262; 
mamadsnewport.com

Dine
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MUTT LYNCH’S
2300 W. Oceanfront; 949-675-1556
muttlynchs.com 
NEWPORT BEACH BREWING COMPANY 
2920 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-8449
nbbrewco.com 
NEWPORT LANDING RESTAURANT 
503 E. Edgewater Ave. 949-675-2373
newport-landing.com
PESCADOU BISTRO
3325 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-6990 
pescadoubistro.com
REGATTA CAFE
3421 Via Lido; 949-675-1878
thebaritone.com/home.htm
RUBY’S DINER
1 Balboa Pier; 949-675-7829; rubys.com
RUDY’S PUB & GRILL 
3110 Newport Blvd.; 949-723-0293 
rudyspubandgrill.com
RUSTY PELICAN
2735 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-642-3431 
rustypelican.com
SABATINO’S SAUSAGE COMPANY 
251 Shipyard Way, Cabin D; 949-723-0621
sabatinosausagecompany.com
SAN SHI GO
205 Main St.; 949-673-3724
SOL GRILL
110 McFadden Place;
949-723-4105; solgrill.com
THE ALLEY 
4501 West Coast Hwy.; 949-646-9126 
thealleynewportbeach.com
THE BLUE BEET 
107 21st Place; 949-675-2338 
thebluebeet.com
THE CANNERY
3010 Lafayette Ave.; 949-566-0060
cannerynewport.com
THE DOCK
2816 LaFayette Ave.; 949-673-3625 
eatatthedock.com

Balboa Island
AMELIA’S RESTAURANT
311 Marine Ave.; 949-673
6580; ameliasbalboaisland.com 
BAROLO BY THE SEA
305 Marine Ave.; 949-675-6193
BASILIC RESTAURANT
217 Marine Ave.; 949-673-0570 
basilicrestaurant.com
PASTU
216 Marine Ave.; 949-566-9525 
pasturestaurant.com

Newport Beach’s 20 
Most Infl uential People
Newport Beach Magazine will feature these leading citizens 
in our December issue, and we want your nominations!

SEND US 
YOUR THOUGHTS 

BY AUGUST 1.

DON’T MISS 
OUR DECEMBER 
ISSUE, HITTING 
NEWSSTANDS 

NOV. 30!

Magazine

LEADERS IN 
BUSINESS &

ENTREPRENEURS?

LEADERS IN
EDUCATION?

LEADERS 
IN ARTS?

COMMUNITY 
LEADERS AND 

ELECTED 
OFFICIALS?

Please e-mail micaela@fi rebrandmediainc.com and tell us who you think are the most 
infl uential people in Newport Beach and why. Nominations may include leaders in 
business (and entrepreneurs), leaders in education, community leaders and elected 
offi cials, philanthropists and leaders of nonprofi ts, leaders in arts, local  heroes, standouts 
of the sea and surf industry, and others.

NBM_Most Influential_12.indd   1 7/3/12   3:42 PM
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Dining specials are available at The Resort at Pelican Hill throughout 
summer months to ensure this season is a tasty one. Quality time 
at the Coliseum Pool with loved ones is made better with a comfort 

food feast. Served family-style, menu choices include pot roast, lasagna, paella and 
chicken potpie. Adults can relax by the Coliseum Pool and the Villa Pool with 
summery drinks like fruity margaritas, Venetian mojitos, sangria, Nero’s bloody 
marys and draft beer for $40 per pitcher. For gold medal appetites, the Coliseum 
Pool and Grill will celebrate the Summer Olympics with dishes inspired by the 
day’s televised events. Private cabanas await, each with their own flat-screen TVs—
perfect for cheering on your favorite team while sharing Parmesan-garlic fries, 
flash-fried calamari or pepper jack quesadillas. Sports fans can also head to the 
Pelican Grill Lounge to catch the action on two 9-foot TV screens while enjoying a 
Stadium Burger or Skuna Bay salmon BLT sandwich. Summer in Orange County 
also means fresh, local produce. The Pelican Grill and Coliseum Pool and Grill 
present a summer ranch-to-table menu, which features local ingredients such as 
asparagus, avocados and strawberries. For extra special meals, the resort now offers 
a Chef’s Table for up to eight diners which includes a five-course dinner along 
with reserve wine pairings and tableside culinary presentations by chef Chang 
Sivilay. Planning a romantic rendezvous outside of the resort’s boundaries? The 
Caffé offers Crystal Cove picnic baskets, customizable assortments of gourmet 
goodies on the go. (22701 Pelican Hill Rd. South; 949-467-6800; pelicanhill.com)

ResoRt Regale
Dine

   

TasTe of The Town

Courtesy of PeliCan Hill
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Shanghai Pine gardenS 
300 Marine Ave.; 949-673-3802 
Wilma’S Patio 
203 Marine Ave.; 949-675-5542 
wilmaspatio.com

PCH/Mariner’s Mile
3 thirty 3
333 Bayside Dr.; 949-673-8464 
3thirty3nb.com
a reStaurant
3334 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-650-6505; 
arestaurantnb.com
Back Bay BiStro neWPort duneS
1131 Back Bay Dr.; 949-729-1144; 
backbaybistronewportbeach.com 
BaySide reStaurant 
900 Bayside Dr.; 949-721-1222; 
baysiderestaurant.com 
Billy’S at the Beach 
2751 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-722-1100 
caPPy’S cafe 
5930 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-646-4202 
cappyscafe.com
neSai reStaurant 
217 Riverside Ave.; 949-646-2333 
nesairestaurant.com
Sol cocina 
251 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-675-9800  
solcocina.com 
Villa noVa 
3131 W. Coast Hwy.;  949-642-7880 
villanovarestaurant.com
ZuBieS chicken cooP 
414 Old Newport Blvd.; 949-645-6086

Corona del Mar 
BamBoo BiStro 
2600 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-720-1289 
bamboobistrorestaurant.com
Bandera 
3201 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-3524 
fiVe croWnS 
3801 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-760-0331 
lawrysonline.com 
gen kai of california 
3344 E. Coast Hwy. 949-675-0771
gulfStream 
850 Avocado Ave.; 949.718-0188 
hillstone.com 
nagiSa SuShi reStaurant 
3840 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-3933
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Savoring Summer at tommy Bahama 
tommy Bahama apparel is synonymous with summer, so it makes sense that the 

tommy Bahama island Grill in corona del mar Plaza has introduced new menu items 
that reflect the season. the regular menu already celebrates the island lifestyle, but 
executive chef Jacquelyn nabong has created several innovative dishes that virtually 
shout “summer.” 

“We wanted to do a comfort menu for summer, so we took the richness out of the 
new items but kept the comfort intact,” Jacquelyn explains. one new entrée, rock salt 

grilled meyer flat iron steak, has white bean puree, shimeji mushrooms and a root beer 
reduction.

“Root beer is a classic summer drink, but we weren’t sure we could make it into a 
sauce,” Jacquelyn says. “We tried it and loved it. it’s savory with a sweet finish and a 
perfect complement to the smokiness of the steak.”

Another new menu item, the lemongrass encrusted ahi tuna salad with kale, edamame, 
hearts of palm, Beech mushrooms, roasted corn, pine nuts and a tahini-miso vinaigrette, 
has become an instant hit, while the hot iron swordfish and barbequed tiger shrimp 
with charred corn succotash, spinach, local herb quinoa and lemon beurre blanc works 
perfectly despite Jacquelyn’s shellfish allergy. 

“i can’t taste the shrimp,” Jacquelyn admits, “but i have developed my sense of smell 
to the point where i can tell if a dish is not quite right.” 

tommy Bahama has introduced novel cocktails—dubbed “farm to shaker”—that also 
reflect the season, including a sensational thai Basil martini made with citron Vodka, 
cointreau, simple syrup, meyer Lemon and thai basil. the drink is bursting with flavor 
and color—the bright lime green liquid looks somewhat surreal, but goes down real 
smooth. (854 Avocado Ave.; 949-760-8686; tommybahama.com) 

—Christopher Trela
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Panini Café 
2333 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-650-0101 
mypaninicafe.com  
RothsChild’s RestauRant 
2407 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-3750 
rothschildsrestaurant.com 
summeR house 
2744 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-612-7700 
summerhousecdm.com 
the Bungalow 
2441 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-6585 
thebungalowrestaurant.com
the CRow BaR and KitChen 
2325 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-675-0070 
crowbarcdm.com
the Quiet woman 
3224 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-640-7440 
quietwoman.com 
tommy Bahama’s island gRill 
854 Avocado; 949-760-8686  
tommybahama.com 

Airport AreA
il BaRone 
4251 Martingale Way; 949-955-2755 
ilbaroneristorante.com 

the crow bar and kitchen
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CLAES

Named as a
Top 50 Scenic View Restaurants in the Nation

and a February 2012 Diners’ Choice Restaurant
by OpenTable Diners!

@Hotel_Laguna
@CLAESOvation

facebook.com/hotellaguna

Open fOr Dinner Service 
Wednesday – Sunday at 5:00 p.m. 

Located inside the New Historic

425 South Coast Highway
Laguna Beach, California 92651  

949.376.WAve (9283)
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Complete with a contemporary facelift, the Newport Rib Company is ready to show off its 
brand new look. The restaurant moved from its old location on Newport Boulevard 14 years 
ago, and the management and staff were ready for a change. Completely gutted to open up the 

entire restaurant while keeping the same neighborhood feel, the ceilings are now 10 feet higher, and 
the carpet has been replaced with new wood fl ooring. 
To the delight of sports fans, they increased the number of TVs from three to 10, while guests who 
are more interested in simply grabbing a seat quickly and devouring some ribs will be happy to 
learn that they increased seating at the bar and booths. The sleek and shiny Arizona granite-top, 
honey brown bar is a swanky centerpiece and completes Newport Rib Company’s new, hipper vibe. 
Guests can enjoy some new items on the menu, including some new sliders and baskets, and the 
restaurant is now open later on Fridays and Saturdays. (2196 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa; 949-631-
2110; ribcompany.com)

WINE
&

DINE

NEW UPDATE FOR AN OLD FAVORITE

JO
D

Y
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Tapas 
4253-A Martingale Way; 949-756-8194 
tapasnewportbeach.net
Ten asian bisTro
4647 MacArthur Blvd.; 949-660-1010 
tenoc.com

Upper Bay
bisTro le Crillon 
2523 Eastbluff Dr.; 949-640-8181 
bistrolecrillon.com  
KiTayama 
101 Bayview Pl.; 949-725-0777 
kitayamarestaurant.com 
piTa Jungle 
1200 Bison Ave.; 949-706-7711
pitajungle.com 
sage 
2531 Eastbluff Dr.; 949-718-9650 
Wasa sushi on The bluffs
1346 Bison Ave.; 949-760-1511 
wasasushi.com. 
Wildfish 
1370 Bison Ave.; 949-720-9925 
eddiev.com 

Costa Mesa 
anqi
3333 Bristol St.; 714-557-5679; anqibistro.com
Charlie palmer
3333 Bristol St.; 714-352-2525 
charliepalmer.com
hauTe CaKes Caffe 

1807 Westcliff Dr.; 949-642-4114 
hautecakescaffe.net 
la Cave
1695 irvine ave.; 949-646-7944 
lacaverestaurant.com 
marChÉ moderne
3333 Bristol St., Ste. 3001; 714-434-7900 
marchemoderne.net
mi Casa 
296 E. 17th St.; 949-645-7626; micasa1.com 
The pizza baKery 
1741 Westcliff Dr.; 949-631-1166 
thepizzabakery.com 
pizzeria orTiCa
650 Anton Blvd., 714-445-4900 
pizzeriaortica.com 
seasons 52
3333 Bristol St., Ste. 2802; 714-437-5252 
seasons52.com
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Advertise in 
the Taste of the Town section 

of Newport Beach Magazine and 
get your message to more than  

20,000 hungry, thirsty,  
savvy people!

 

Special rates for restaurants
Free Listing in print & online

 Call today for more details:
949.715.4100

Magazine

The Tradition Continues!
1768 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA 

949.645.0324
(plenty of parking behind Cals Camera)

Authentic MexicAn Food & cocktAils

open daily: 11am – lunch & dinner
lunch Menu specials 11am to 2:30pm M-F

every tuesday – All day specials 
on drinks & tacos: 2 tacos for only $3.

Get Happy Hour! 
4pm to 6pm M-F

Ultimate Margarita
Amazing 200+ Bottle tequila Bar

     Home of THe

Just in time for summer, Back Bay Bistro and Newport Dunes Waterfront Resort and Marina are 
cooking up new ways to enjoy great cuisine on the bay. First, Back Bay Bistro brought on new Executive 
Chef Kurt Schaeffer. After graduating from the Culinary School of America in 1985, Kurt worked 

at a number of upscale hotels and fi ne dining restaurants before landing as executive chef of McCormick 
and Schmicks in Irvine. He then started his own consulting company, KMS Consulting, during which time 
he opened The Capital Grille and Bistro West. Now, Kurt brings his passion, experience and fl air to the 
Back Bay Bistro at Newport Dunes Waterfront Resort. As executive chef, he adds his personal touch to the 
menu, which includes fresh seafood, top grade beef and meat dishes, and other fare that takes advantage of 
California’s abundant produce. Try the new summer menu, which recently debuted. 
If bay views aren’t enough, get out on the water by enjoying a meal on a Duffy boat. The public 
can rent the electric watercrafts and tour the Back Bay and nearby environs while enjoying specially 
prepared offerings from the award-winning Back Bay Bistro. Each of the three picnic packages, 
which come complete with linen napkins, plates and stainless steel utensils, is paired with fi ne wines 
personally selected by Food and Beverage Director Thomas Giulioni. The Duffy boats are available 
for $50/hour for two hours and $75/hour for one hour with the purchase of the gourmet meals. A 
designated “driver” is required (the Dunes can supply a cruise operator at $25/hour). (1131 Back Bay 
Dr.; 949-729-3863; newportdunes.com)

NEW ON THE BACK BAY

DINE
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NEW

PORT BEACH    CA    675 -RIBS(7427)

Serving reAL SmokeD BArBecue 
Thin cruST PizzA & 
BroASTeD chicken

 7 Days A Week 
11am to 2am 
Free Delivery 

5pm – 1:30am

Soon after opening: 
country Breakfast on 

Saturday & Sunday at 8am

guest Dock can Accommodate 25 Duffy’s 
Live entertainment – country, Blues and Jazz

2601 West coast highway newport Beach, cA 92663 - 675-riBS (7427)

JOIN US 
Chef Bill Bracken’s 

New Culinary Menu Items
LUNch ON The PaTIO

30 minutes Guaranteed
Patio has retractable roof, waterfall 
& fireplace, overlooking the water

Dock space for 5 boat slips

Monday thru Friday: 11am to 2am
Weekends: 9am to 2am

949.673.8464 
333 Bayside Drive, Newport Beach 

(Bayside Drive at PCH)

IrvIne
bistango
19100 Von Karman Ave.; 949-752-5999 
bistango.com 
kimera restaurant lounge
19530 Jamboree Rd., 949-261-1222 
kimerarestaurant.com
phans 55 vietnamese bistro & bar
6000 Scholarship Dr., 949-724-1236;  
phans55.com
ruth’s chris steak house
2961 Michelson Dr.; 949-252-8848;  
ruthschris.com
wasa sushi 
The Irvine Marketplace, 13124 Jamboree Rd. 
714-665-3338; wasasushi.com

Laguna Beach
370 common
370 Glenneyre St.; 949-494-8686 
370common.com 
asada
480 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-815-5533 
asadalaguna.com 
broadway by amar santana
328 Glenneyre St.; 949-715-8234 
broadwaybyamarsantana.com  
cucina alessa
234 Forest Ave.; 949-497-8222 

the deck on laguna beach
627 Sleepy Hollow Ln.; 949-494-6700
k’ya bistro 
1287 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-376-9718 
kyabistro.com
la sirena grill
30862 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-499-2301 
lasirenagrill.com 
nirvana grille
303-101 Broadway; 949-497-0027 
nirvanagrille.com 

the rooftop lounge
1289 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-497-2446 
rooftoplagunabeach.com 
sapphire laguna 
1200 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-9888 
sapphirelaguna.com 
sundried tomato 
361 Forest Ave.; 949-494-3312 
thesundriedtomatocafe.com
tommy bahama
400 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-376-6886 
tommybahama.com
tabu grill 
2892 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-7743; tabugrill.com
Zinc cafe & market 

350 Ocean Ave.; 949-719-9462
zinccafe.com NBM 
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I 
was living in San Francisco when then-mayor 
Gavin Newsom’s proposal for the country’s 
most comprehensive (and mandatory) 
composting law was approved. It was a bold 

move to cut greenhouse gas emissions and a move 
meant to align with the county’s goal to have zero 
landfill waste by 2020. 

Within days, personal composting bins showed 
up at residences throughout the city, and large 
green composting containers were provided by the 
city to each building. Residents were confronted 
with a strong marketing campaign to educate them 
on composting and the reasons for doing so. 

The city created easy-to-understand pamphlets 
(lots of pictures!) explaining what could be 
composted and what was trash, while school 
children were given age-friendly educational pieces 
introduced by Phoebe the Phoenix, a cartoon 
mascot who encouraged kids to participate in the 
“food to flowers” lunchroom composting program.

After a moratorium to get people used to 
composting, fines were introduced; if people still 
didn’t compost, they could be charged.

When I moved back to Newport Beach after being 
away for more than a decade, I was surprised at how 
little information there was about composting. If 
San Francisco—a city with 330,000 households—

can require composting, why not Newport Beach? 
It makes sense on both environmental and 

economic levels.
Reasons for composting are clear—food scraps 

sent to landfills take up space and create greenhouse 
gas emissions. Composting sustains healthy soils, 
which grow organic food that returns to the city to 
feed its residents. Prior to the composting mandate 
in San Francisco, details published in the San 
Francisco Chronicle noted that composting would 
have cut about two-thirds of the 618,000 tons of 
garbage sent to the local landfill in 2007. 

If you can’t get behind the environmental benefits 
of composting, think of it as waste of wealth: Food 
scraps are turned into compost, which can be sold to 
local farms, creating marketable products that were 
once part of the waste stream. Also, by sustaining 
composting at a local level, we’re introducing a 
paying market, a new source of income for the city 
and new public-private enterprises, training and 
employment opportunities.

So how would it work?
The simple answer: Residents and business 

owners would separate their own food scraps from 
non-compostable trash and that’s all (for them). 
The city would then be responsible for turning 
those scraps into compost. 

In Newport Beach, a refuse crew already collects 
refuse, which is brought to a facility where workers 
sort for recyclables. Residents don’t actually pay 
directly for refuse collection, as it’s part of the city’s 
general budget, although there’s a small surcharge 
per unit (less than $3 per month) for the county 
to, in essence, have an outside company do our 
recycling. The city says this process eliminates the 
need for additional containers or separate recycling 
pick up. To add a composting program, the city 
would provide free container labels, educational 
materials, outreach to residents and businesses, and 
marketing to make the program a success. The sale 
of the compost would fund these programs. 

To succeed, the city would need to create an 
intense dialogue (perhaps bring in some marketing 
gurus) to educate the public. For those who don’t 
compost, the drawback is generally a misperception 
that the compost will smell, be messy or take too 
much time.

Currently, local outfits like the Costa Mesa 
Sanitary District and the City of Huntington Beach 
share a grant to provide composting classes, but the 
only way to ensure success is to make composting 
a requirement. Remember, a separate compost 
container is filled with the same garbage you already 
had—you’re just being more responsible with it. 
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We Want to hear from you! is there something you’ve seen in another city that you’d like to see in neWport Beach? suBmit 500 – 700 Words aBout the topic—What 

it is, Why it Would Be great and hoW We could make it happen here to edit@neWportBeachmagazine.com. you could Be our next guest columnist. 

why not In newport?
guest columnist somer flaherty suggests a mandatory 

composting program for newport Beach.
by somer flaherty





 VISIT CWONDER.COM/STORES FOR ALL STORE LOCATIONS

Signature Enamel Bangles
$38 each

Reversible Belt Strap, $48
Letter Belt Buckle, $28

Tipped Cardigan, $68

Nylon Easy Tote, $78 

Suede Driving Moc, $78 

Green Ikat Dinnerware
$8-$12

City Bike, $249

enter to win a tower of wonder
& sign up for a grand opening party invite at

www.cwonder.com/fashionisland

something

OPENS AUGUST 2012
C .  W O N D E R

Custom monogram, $10,
available in-store

is  about to happen
at fashion island


